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1. SCOPE 

This External Reference Specification provides all the 
information required to instal~ and operate the AFI (Asynchronous 
FIFO Interface) card. It details the pin out and function of the 
frontplane interface as well as the backplane interface in terms 
of register descriptions. 

The intention of this document is to provide sufficient 
information such that drivers can be written for high level 
language users. This document does not provide full information 
on how the card operates internally or how programming is done at 
the user level. The 27114 IRS provides information on how the 
card operates internally. For user programming information, 
please refer to the appropriate driver's ERS. 

Eventhough any well written ERS could provide enough information 
to guide how to use the described product, it is believed that 
the AFI card belongs to an exception group. This ERS alone 
probably would be sufficient to provide enough information for 
most intended use but wise users should also be intimately 
familiar with the hardware via the IRS and specially, the 
schematics, the granddaddy of all electrical documents. 

It should be noted here that this is not an ERS for the AFI 
product but only an ERS for the AFI hardware. Attempt to 
interpret this otherwise could mislead to other confusion. A 
good example is the parity feature of the AFI card. While there 
are hardware circuits available on the AFI assembly to support 
the parity feature, the host channel adapter and device adapter 
driver/operating systems must also support it to claim that AFI 
product has the parity feature. The ERS for AFI product should 
be written after close examination of ERS's for both hardware and 
software produtcts to see how and what kind of interactions could 
be expected. 

As of this release, most of the performance testing has been done 
to verify that AFI actually could go as high as 5 Mbytes per sec 
for cables of length 3 to 12 m long. This figure may also be 
misleading if not carefully interpret ted by the product ERS 
writer since other system factors could greatly affect it. 

Throughout this document, temporary NOTEs will be used. to 
describe unresolved issues as of the latest revision date. 
Please consult RND' R&D for latest information on those subjects. 
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2. GENERAL 

2.1 Description 

The 27114 card is an extended level 1 CIO card intended for fast 
parallel data transfer t~tween CIa channel and an external 
peripheral. It interfaces to user's equipment via a 16 data bit 
parallel bus. Two additional parity bits are also provided for 
suitable future application. 

NOTE: 

The 8 bit mode can be achieved by having the byte 
packing/unpacking done by the CIO channel adapter. 

This bus can be configured either as differential or single-ended 
(separate in/out only). Pulsed asynchronous handshake is 
provided. The 27114A card can be used in any Spectrum host with 
CIa channel adapter. 

The 27114 is used as a dedicated interface to a single peripheral 
device. It is not and cannot be made to be compatible to either 
HPIB, SCSI or IPI. The 2711~ is designed to be compatible to 
most other HP's parallel cards. 

2.2 Environment 

POWER CONSUMPTION: 

The 27114A card consumes about 2 A at +5 volts. The 2 sigma 
value is about 2.25 A. 

FUSE: 

The 27114A is shipped with a built-in fuse printed circuit trace. 
Under abnormal condit jon, this trace will burn out to protect the 
main power supply. After the abnormal cause is removed, part 
number 2110-0712 fuse (4 A) should be used to replace the 
built-in fuse. This part is available directly from CPC. 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: 

The 27114 is intended to be operated over the Hewlett-Packard 
CLASS B environmental specifications. 

2.3 Installation 

The 27114A card is a regular mode card as far as power 
consumption is concerned. It draws typically about 10 watts 
compared to the normal 12 watt allowance for regular CIa cards. 
The installation of this card in any CIa card cage does not 
require budgeting of power supply resource. 
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Since the AFI responds to polling via its UAD line and its 
channel address is the same as the slot address, it can be 
guaranteed to function correctly in group 0 slots only. Note 
that other level 2 CIO cards have a programmable (via address 
teaching) channel address register which would pull on the 
appropriate data line (one of DO through D7) when they respond to 
any poll, regardless what address (0 through 15) they are at 
(group 1 cards belong to address 8,to 15 but also responds to 
poll via DO to D7). 

Please refer to the appropriate channel adapter manual for 
further information. Section 4.2.3 gives some extra information 
on how group 0 polling is necessary for the AFI card. 

The configuration switches (SWI switch 1 through 8) must be set 
as follow: 

SWITCH SWl: 

Switches 1 through 6: 

For standard cable length (3/12 meter differential, and 3 meter 
single-ended), set switches SWl #1,#3,#5 to the ON position. SWI 
#2,#4,#6 are don't cares. 

The 25 m cable length is not recommended for single-ended cables 
due to excessive resistance of the common return current ground 
lines. 

SWl switches 7 and 8: 

These two switches are used to program the parity bit in the ID 
(read) register (bit #11). The bit is read as 1 when switch 7 is 
closed and switch 8 is open. If switch 7 is open and switch 8 is 
closed, a 0 will be read. Note that the generation and checking 
of parity is not affected by the setting of these two switches. 

ALTERNATE CABLE LENGTH RESISTOR VALUES: 

When the 24 m length is selected, a different custom length 
cable can be used when resistors R5, R7 and R9 are installed with 
the desired values as recommended in section 3.6 

LINE CONFIGURATION: 

As shipped from the factory, all of the frontplane signals are 
differential and can be re-configured as single-ended (high true 
logic) as follow: 

• Remove resistor network packs RP26, RP56 and RP406 from their 
DIP sockets. These (part # 1810-03~8) should be saved if future 
re-conversion is anticipated. 

• Install part number 1810-0906's in these sockets such that 
their pin 1 corresponds to pin 10 and 20 of each of the U26, 
U56 and U406 mentioned above (two -0906's per DIP socket). 
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* For low true single ended line configuration, install these 
1810-0906 such that their pin 1 corresponds to pin 1 and 11 of 
the sockets U26, U56 and U~06 

* To convert back to differential lines, install the 1810-0338 
resistor network DIPs in sockets U26, U56 and U~06 such that 
their pin 1 corresponds to pin 2 of the sockets. 

6 part number 1810-0906's are supplied with each 2711~ card with 
single-ended cable option. 

CABLE INSTALLATION: 

Each 2711~A AFI card is shipped with either a differential cable 
(3 or 12 m long) or a single-ended cable (3 m long) depending on 
the option selected. The differential cable is ambidextrous and 
can be installed with either end plugged in to the 27114A card. 
The single-ended cable is labeled on both connectors. The 
connectors are labeled If High-true Periph. End" and "Low-true 
Periph. End". With the "High-true Periph. End" connected to the 
peripheral, the cable conforms to high-true application and 
vice-versa for the "Low-true Periph. End" connector. 

It is recommended that the user effectively ground the cable at 
the peripheral end via a reliable, low resistance, broad surface 
connection between the exposed metal part ("Rook") and the 
nearest chassis. THE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE CHARACTERISTIC 
OF THE TOTAL SYSTEM CAN BE SEVERELY DEGRADED IF THIS CONNECTION 
IS NOT MADE PROPERLY AND COULD LEAD TO POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS OF 
MOST LOCAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS. THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS CANNOT 
BE OVERSTATED HERE. 
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3. FRONTPLANE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The frontplane is used to pass data back and forth between the IO 
card and the user's equipment. The frontplane is organized 
around 16 bits of data plus two parity bits (one for each byte). 
Status and control lines are also used to pass information (at a 
slower rate). An attention line can be used to interrupt the 
host processor for priority service. 

3.1 Physical Characteristics of Frontp1ane Signals 

3.1.1 Cable - differential version 

The cable has 48 t~isted pairs of 32 gauge wire wrapped in a 
combination of foil/braid shield and jacketed in standard HP jade 
gray PVC. The connectors on both 27114 ends of the cable are DIN 
41650 type C headers (Eurocard connector). 

Both ends behave in the same manner and can be installed either 
way. The wiring is made such that if the cable is used to 
connect two AFI cards, the positive output of a signal on one 
card is connected to the positive input of a matching signal on 
the other card (e.g. PCTL+ to PFLG+). This arrangement allows 
the same cable to be used for AFI to AFI connection. 

RF shielding is done via the Rook to slot contact at the point 
the cable exits the CIO card cage and also via the clipping 
mechanism. Safety grrunding is also provided via the rook to 
slot contact. 

The cable assembly is mated to a male (pin) 96-position Eurocard 
connector on the 27114A card. A 1/211 wire-wrap connector (DIN 
header type R) is supplied as the matching connector at the user 
end. Only two lengths are provided: 3 m and 12 m. Custom made 
cables for other length can be ordered directly from the OEM 
supplier, DuPont Connector Systems. Its impedance is about 120 
ohms. The resistance per foot is about 60 mi11iohms. Propagation 
delay in the cable is about 5 nanoseconds per meter. 

3.1.2 Cable (single-ended version): 

The single-ended cable is very similar to the differential cable. 
There are some differences however: 

* There are only 50 conductors. Two of which are for ground 
return. 

* If this cable is used to connect two AFI cards together, it 
will map the output of a signal to the opposite sense input of a 
matching signal on the other card. Connected as thus would 
complicate the use of this cable as AFI to AFI connection but 
provide a side benefit: only one cable is needed for both high 
and low true applications. 

The cable is wired such that if installed in one direction, it 
will provide high true single-ended interface and low true 
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interface in the other direction. The cable is labeled on both 
connectors as stated in section 2.3. 

Length longer than 3 m is not recommended unless the data rate is 
reduced substantially to maintain data integrity. Even then, the 
excessive length can cause the signal to be more susceptible to 
noise or become unreliable. 

NOTE: 

Unless otherwise specified, all performance figures in this 
document are applicable only in the differential mode with the 
standard 3 m cable and with an zero delay user's interface 
(instantaneous PFLG timing.with respect to PCTL). 

The single-ended cable shares other common characteristics with 
the differential cables. Same technique of grounding and cable 
terminat~on/ connectors are provided (mating wire-wrap connector 
included) . 

3.1.3 Drivers and Receivers 

Drivers: MC3487 differential drivers which complies to ~S-422 
specs. The HP part number is 1820-2145. 

Receivers: 26LS32B differential receivers. This is a higher 
speed/less skew/ more hysteresis 26LS32. These parts are 
designed to "receive" a "one" if left open. In differential 
mode, since there is a resistor across each input pair, the 
outputs cannot be guaranteed of any certain value if left 
disconnected. The HP part number is 1820-2830. 

To configure the frontplane interface as single-ended lines, 
refer to section 2.3 (installation). 

Even though these line drivers and receivers were designed to 
withstand the common mode voltage which may appear between the 
27114A card and the user's equipment as specified per RS-~22 
specs, ~e card was not designed to interface to +12 volt open 
collector aev~ces. 

3.1.4 Bi-directional bus 

There is no current plan to supply a bi-directional cable for the 
27114 card. A possibility exists whereas the user can shorten 
corresponding inputs and outputs at the peripheral end to form a 
makeshift cable. Line reflections and impedance mismatch may 
deteriorate performance and thus this solution is not recommended 
unless data transfer rate is reduced substantially and 
experiments are done by the user to assure data integrity. 

Notes on bi-directional bus contention: The users should take 
every precaution in determining which end is driving the 
bi-directional bus at anyone point in time. If both ends are in 
the same talking/listening state, unsatisfactory results are is 
inevitable. The line drivers provided on the 27114 card are 
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electrically protected against this abuse as stated by the RS-422 
standard but abuses should be avoided if possible. 

3.2 Signal Definitions 

The following description is for the differential cable mode. It 
would also generally apply to the $ingle-ended cable mode. 
Wherever differences occur, these will be pointed out. Note that 
the single-ended cable has only one conductor per signal and all 
signals share two common ground return lines. 

In the differential cable, each pair of signal includes two 
conductors wound in a twisted manner to minimized induced noise 
and to keep line impedance'within tolerance. Since each 
conductor in a pair swings in the opposite direction of the other 
one, they tend to cancel each other as far as the return current 
is concerned. This effectively makes the line less susceptible 
to length and induced noise. 

Output Dat?a: 16 twisted pairs. Each of these should be terminated 
'with around 120 ohms at the user's end. For single ended lines, 
it is recommended that these are terminated with a 3.3 K ohm 
resistor connected to +5 volt source. 

Inpu.tDat'a,: 16 twisted pairs. Each of these is terminated on the 
2711~ with 120 ohm terminator (for both separate and common 
in-out bus configuration). When configured as single-ended 
lines, these inputs are terminated by a voltage divided connected 
between +5 and ground consisting of a 1500 ohm resistor (to +5) 
and a 3300 ohm resistor (to ground). The other line is biased 
internally on the card to a voltage around 1.5 volts. 

;)~(!NT'L:~ (sometime referred to as PCTL) It is asserted in a master 
relat:ronship to the peripheral to indicate that either data is 
available or data can now be accepted. §et up time of data 
assertion prior to assertion of PCNTL is controlled by an BC time 
~o!}stant........Qn~.9-=-...1hi~_~_~is !}omin~ll.Y: $15 nse,c. Recommended 
termination ~s 120 ohms at receiver. The asserted state is that 
of the pin labeled PCNTL+ at a high voltage with respect to 
PCNTL-. For high true single-ended lines, the PCNTL+ line is 
used. 

This line can be preset or reset by careful manipulation of data 
output sequence to the card. Its state is available as a status 
bit in the 2711~ status register. These manipulations are not 
accessible directly to the user above the driver's level. 

'1I:~(l,,::~~ It is asserted by the peripheral to acknowledge the 
acceptance of data or to indicate that valid data exists on the 
lines. Data must be valid at the same time as PF G is asserted 
on trans er from peripheral to 2711 . Received by 26LS32B wit 
120 ohms across line. De-skewing of data received by tbe 21114 is 
g.9.n,e,."l?,~,sed on an Re time constant on the board. This is norninraJ J~ 
~ b eu t_7 sns e c-:"~~~-Tne~"" as-i'e rt edm~st'ate~Tsor--t¥ne"s arne' "seri'S'eas PC NT L . 

~""~-.",,.~lI>lnr.' 
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The state of this line can be read as a bit in the 27l1~A status 
register. However, this is not visible to the user above the 
driver's level. 

·:Fit)~BJ;, It is asserted by the 2711~ indicating the direction of 
transfer. Transfer is to peripheral in case of PDIR = 1 
(output/write). This state is indicated with PDIR+ high with 
respect to PDIR-. 

This line is asserted during output mode. The actyal timing is 
driver's dependent but should nQt ~g Qbangin~tween consecutive 
outputs-or-rnpir£s."~--'M_@_"'-'-""'-'~~''''"_'''''''fi . ..... .- . - .. --
"'~~~.ag,~~~_J.!..t.ed.~lIt'6."'''''..llt~~ 

~·Q~~N~';{ri(lL:T·Z.:;OJ: Three bits under program control. They are simply 
~s in a register on the card. 27114 asserts these and the 
peripheral watches them. They are set to all zero's in case of a 
clear of the card. The "zero" state is that of the pin labeled @ 
CTL?+ at a low voltage with respect to CTL?-. ~rogram logic sense~J 
.~is~ .. the oppos ite of that seen on cab Ie. 

These lines can be reset or preset independently of each other 
and of other activities on the card. They should be maintained 
at the commanded levels (by user) regardless of other data 
input/output activities. 

';Si.miJ(T!ij·S~f2 •. ;,o.]~,· Three bits which are readable by a program as 
~gister bits. The STATUS[1 .. 0] bits are updated with every 
/SYNC rising edge from the CIa backplane. The STATUS 2 line 
receiver's output is enabled only when DIR is false (data input); 
the corresponding status bit is valid only in this condition. 
~~.otl"le~way, to}9,ol{.a.t. this restriction is to' ~'n;s,tde~, .that: 
s;t:~·a:t;1l;S'·2 ·e~~sR:0texist;. 

~,i(:' 
'\\v\ ~\ Received by 26LS32B 

L'/ ,(\ ~~ that if STS?+ is at 
terminated with 120 ohms. The sense is such 
a high voltage with respect to STS?- the 
2711~ by a program will be a zero. ~V .tI' ~:Q~\ value read from the 

(i l 

t{\:' {X These lines are received and passed directly to the user and do 
not affect other activities on the 2711~ card. 

:jllA'I''l'N; Asynchronous interrupt line. When switched, it causes 
s~rii~[arq] to be set. If software has enabled the card to pass 
ATTN on through as an ARQ interrupt, it will cause an interrupt 
to the channel adapter. If the interrupt in the channel adapter 
is enabled, it will cause an interrupt to a cpu. Received by 
26LS32B and 120 ohms. This is an edge-triggering signal which 
activates only when the ATTN+ signal is changing from high to low~ 
level while ATTN- is changing in the other way around. 

The interrupt action is sensed by CIa channel adapter and passed 
on to the host accordingly. 

:!Ij~ This is a special testing pin. When grounded, the data 
line drivers are enabled at all time, allowing the loopback of 
data with the test hood during diagnostic tests .. The supplied 
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testhood grounds this input. Unless necessary, user should leave 
this pin untouched. 

This line can also be detected as a bit in the 2711U status 
register. The presence of a test hood would ground this pin, 
resulting in a reading of 1. The status or th~s line is 
inaccessible to most user above driver's level. 

:Irounds~ Two signal ground wires in the cable (two pairs). A 
drain wire is also provided. This wire is connected to the frame 
ground on the card. 

3.3 pin out 

Four wiring tables are presented here. The first one is for the 
frontplane connector. The second ~able is for the differential 
wire-wrap connector. The third and fourth tables are for 
single-ended wire-wrap connector pin outs. 

The first one follows immediately as three tables. These three 
diagrams illustrate the assignment of pins versus signals for 
rows A, Band C of the frontplane cnnnector. 

Perhaps of more importance is the wire-wrap connector pin out 
diagram which follows the frontplane connector pin out diagram. 
As the 2711~ cable is defined, most signal pairs are swapped in 
the cable, resulting in a slightly different wiring diagram. 

A quick observation will reveal that the wire-wrap connector 
wiring diagram is an inverted image of that of the frontplane 
interface connector. This is very useful ·when one attempts to 
interconnect two 2711~A cards to each other. In this case, only 
one cable assembly is required. 
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FRONTPLANE CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - ROW A 

o~ fSK (6 l flG-K) 
I ~ (3 R ((jI(()ulN ) 

~. R (({~) 

3 ~ (J (f) 

'1-Y 
~,& 

,. B 
7~ 

~~\I 

q-w 
Y. ., BCr 
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WIRE 
COLOR 

SIGNAL 
DEFINITION 

Data Bit 0, 
_tarity bit 0, 
Data Bit 1, 
"P'arity bit 0, 
j)'ata Bit 2, 
Par'ity bit 1, 
Da-ta Bit 3, 
"P-ari ty bit 1, 
])ita Bit 4, 
Frame ground 

iWI• Da.ta Bit 5, 
1/2. Sr:rATUS 2 , 
II~ Data Bit 6, 
I' PFLAG , 
li,Data Bit 7, 
Ii . S'!}i TUS 0 , 
" Data Bit 8, 
. STATUS 1 , 
Data Bit 9, 
Si.gnal Ground 
D.~.ta Bit 9, 
PCTL , 
Data Bit 11, 
C't-RL 0 , 
DCl,ta Bit 12, 
CTRL 1 , 
Data Bit 13, 
CTRL 2 , 
Data Bit 14, 
ATTN , 
Data Bit 15, 
PDIR 

Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 
Low True, RECEIVE 
High True, RECEIV 
Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, SEND 
Low True, RECEIVE 

Low True, RECEIVE 
High True,RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
High True, RECEIV 

High True, RECEIVE 
Low True, RECEIVE 
High True,RECEIVE 

Low True, SEND 
Low True, SEND 
High True,RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 

High True, RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 

High True, RECEIVE 
Low True, SEND 
High True,RECEIVE 
High True, RECEIV 
High True,RECEIVE 
Low True, SEND 
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FRONTPLANE CONNECT:'R PIN OUT DIAGRAM - ROW B 

I I I 
127114 I I 
ICONN. I SIGNAL WIRE 1 SIGNAL 
,PIN NO. l~lEM. COLOR I DEFINITION 1 1 ____________ 1 ____________________________ _ 

I I I 
1~1_---LSDD----" I--Data Bit 0, Low True, SEND 
~B2 __ . ____ LRPARO_~"._ _~arity bit 0, High True II RECEIV 
B3 .l§P1--=---- Data Bit 1, Low True II SEND 

J~!L_ ... ____ JS-FARO::. ~ Parity bit 0, Low True, SEND 
IB5 ISD2+ Data Bit 2, High True, SEND 
--ro-~ -R-~---·"·-"-
JJt-"'~, ...... ___ .... L_.~h_ijl:_ Pari ty bit 1, Low True, RECEIVE 
IB7 ISD3- Data Bit 3, Low True, SEND 
r:SS-··---'-'·-·"='rSPAf{I+ Pari ty bit 1, High True, SEND 

r~f~,:----t~~~-~~- ~:~: ~i~e ~~i~;~he~~~~~ SEND 
IBl1 fSD5- Data Bit 5, Low True, SEND 
JEI2' fSTS2- STATUS 2 , Low True, RECEIVE 
,i313"· ·····'rS06+ Data Bit 6, High True, SEND 

·lBIJ[=: .. ·h:~'·"TpFLG+ PFLAG, High True, RECEIV 
IBI5 ··Tsnr:· DataBit 7, Low True, SEND 
(JtlJ;'· .. Jstso~ STATUS 0 , Low True, RECEIVE 
LB17 ISD8+ Data Bit 8, High True, SEND 
'~18_ ...... ~._=1~T~_~-!..~ STATUS 1 , High True, RECEIV 
IB19 IRD10- Data Bit 10, Low True, RECEIVE 
[B"2~-=:=rgJfIt~·~~·,=· Signa 1 Ground 
IB21 .... ISD10+ Data Bit 10, High True, SEND 
rB2·2---"~~·'··"~-rp·CTL'+·"~ PCTL, High True, SEND 
fB'Z3' .... · .. :·_:·:=~I~lIIIt··-.. Data Bit 11, High True, SEND 
1 .. ~~~ ....... ~".JgAL9-:- CTRL 0 , Low True, SEND 
'B25 ....... ..IS!)1.2+~. Data Bit 12, High True, SEND 
L~~?~~~~" ... ~." .. ~~ICTL1~ li~ CTRL 1 , Low True, SEND 
I B27 I SDI3- L.. Data Bit 13, Low True, SEND 
IB28 _---LCTL2+ I·· CTRL 2 , High True, SEND 
I B29 I SDf4+ - I Data Bit 14, High True, SEND 
[~ .. 9 .. ~".·~---==[~tr;r~=:.. I ATTN , Low True, RECEIVE 
t~~,! __ ... ~_~,_ .. J~I>.l..5.=- L Data Bit 15, Low True, SEND 
I B32 I PDIR+ I· . PDIR High True, SEND 
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FRONTPLANE CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - ROW C 

2711~ 
CONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITION 

C1 ROO+ Data Bit 0, High True,RECEIVE 
C2 SOO+ Data Bit 0, High True, SEND 
C3 R01+ Data Bit 1, High True, RECEIVE 
C~ SOl+ Data Bit 1, High True, SEND 
C5 R02+ Data Bit 2, High True, RECEIVE 

; 

C6 SD2- Data Bit 2, Low True, SEND 
C7 R03+ Data Bit' 3, High True, RECEIVE 
c8 S03+ Data Bit 3, High True, SEND 
C9 RO~+ Data Bit ~, High True, RECEIVE 
C10 SO~- Data Bit 4, Low True, SEND 
C11 R05+ Data Bit 5, High True, RECEIVE 
C12 S05+ Data Bit 5, High True, SEND 
C13 R06+ Data Bit 6, High True, RECEIVE 
C14 s06- Data Bit 6, Low True, SEND 
C15 R07+ Data Bit 1, High True, RECEIVE 
c16 S07+ Data Bit 1, High True, SEND 
C17 R08- Data Bit 8, Low True, RECEIVE 
c18 S08- Data Bit 8, Low True, SEND 
C19 RD9- Data Bit 9, Low True, RECEIVE 
C20 R010+ Data Bit 10, High True, RECEIVE 
C21 S09+ Data Bit 9, High True, SEND 
C22 S010- Data Bit 10, Low True, SEND 
C23 RD11- Data Bit 11, Low True, RECEIVE 
C24 5011- Data Bit 11, Low True, SEND 
C25 RD12- Data Bit 12, Low True, RECEIVE 
C26 SD12- Data Bit 12, Low True, SEND 
C27 R013- Data Bit 13, Low True, RECEIVE 
c28 SD13+ Data Bit 13, High True, SEND 
C29 RD14- Data Bit 14, Low True, RECEIVE 
C30 S014- Data Bit 14, Low True, SEND 
C31 R015- Data Bit 15, Low True, RECEIVE 
C32 SD15+ Data Bit 15, High True, SEND 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - DIFFERENTIAL, ROW A 

I I 
12711~ I 
ICONN. I SIGNAL WIRE I SIGNAL 
OPIN NO. INMEM. COLOR 1 DEFINITI~N 

------1------,------1-----------------------------
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
AS 
A9 
A10 
All 
Al2 
Al3 
Alij 
Al5 
A16 
A17 
AlB 
Al9 
A20 

IA21 
IA22 
IA23 
IA2~ 
IA25 
IA26 
IA27 
IA28 
IA29 
IA30 
IA31 
IA32 

0- SK 
! - (j{2 

2. - P 
3 .. 0 
rj- Y 
J' G 

~ , e 
7 ,- V 
{- 6 (~ 
9 ,-' 
'1- Sh 

0(1) 

lS.D_O~ ___________ I-Data Bit 0, Low True, SEND 
J_SP~BQ-=-- I Parity bit 0, Low True, SEND 
L$~J.-: __ -- I, Data Bit 1, Low True, SEND 

_J1tF'_~E9+ _I Parity bit 0, High True, RECEIVE 
ISD2- 1 Data Bit 2, Low True, SEND 

. TSPAR1.-+-1 Parity bit 1, High True, SEND 
-rSpj-::----- Data Bit 3, Low True, SEND 
rJfpARf'::' Parity bit 1, Low True, RECEIVE 
I~P~- Data Bit ij, Low True, SEND 
I SHIELD Frame ground 
~LSD5-~ Data Bit 5, Low True, SEND 
I~DlR+ DIRECTION , High True,SEND 
lSD~- Data Bit 6, Low True, SEND 
LECTL~ PCTL, Low True, SEND 
-~SDI-- Data Bit 7 , Low True, SEND 
LCTLO+ CONTROL 0 , High True, SEND 
LSD8+. Data Bit B, High True, SEND 
ICTL1- CONTROL 1 , Low True, SEND 
.1.50-9+'- Data Bit -9, High True, SEND 
'-GND- Signal Ground 
LB!2.9--=------- Data Bit 9, Low True, RECEIVE 
LE.FL~-. PFLAG, Low True, RECEIVE 

._LSD1.1±-. Data Bit 11, High True,SEND 
ISTSO+ STATUS 0 , High True,RECEIVE 
rSbt2:t- Data Bit 12, High True, SEND 
ISTS1+ STATUS 1 , High True,RECEIVE 
ISD13+ Data Bit 13, High True, SEND 
I ATTN- ATTENTION , Low True,RECEIVE 
ISD1~+ Data Bit 1~, High True,SEND 
LC_T_L2~ CONTROL 2 , High True, SEND 
ISD15+ Data Bit 15, High True , SEND 
ISTS2- STATUS 2 , Low True,RECEIVE 

r"14' / 

'. I,:; 

I ", 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - DIFFERENTIAL, ROW B 

1 
2711~ 1 
CONN. SIGNAL 1 
PIN NO. NMEM. 1 

WIRE 
COLOR 

SIGNAL 
DEFINITI.oN _______ -------1------- ______________________________ __ 

B1 
B2 
B3 
B~ 
B5 
B6 
B7 
B8 
B9 
B10 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B1~ 
B15 
B16 
B17 
B18 
B19 
B20 
B21 
B22 
B23 
B2~ 
B25 
B26 
B27 
B28 
B29 
B30 
B31 
B32 

I 
RDO- _I: 
SPARO+ '\/ 
RD1- I, 
RPARO- -, 
RD2+ I 
SPAR1- I, 
RD3- -, 
RPAR1+ I 
RD~+ --I 

RD5-
PDIR
RD6+ 
PCTL+ 
RD7-
CTLO
RD8+ 
CTL1+ 
SD10-
GND 
RD10+ 
PFGL+ 
RD11+ 
STSO
RD12+ 
STS1-
RD13-
ATTN+ 
RD14+ 
CTL2-
RD15-
STS2+ 

-, 
-I 

I: 

0- 01< 8L(j( ( 

I - B R 13 (lOW') 

z- P 
]- 0 

Lf- Y 
5- 6-
~ - f3 cJ\:,:1 

7-\1 ey 
~ - 6~ 
1- vJ 
'f - ~ if t:. i:r, 

OW ort 
3-10 

Data Bit 0, Low True,RECEIVE 
~Parity bit 0, High True, SEND 

Data Bit 1, Low True, RECEIVE 
Parity bit 0, Low True, RECEIVE 

-Data Bit 2, High True, RECEIVE 
parity bit 1, Low True, SEND 
Data Bit 3, Low True, RECEIVE 
Parity bit 1, High True, RECEIVE 
Data Bit 4; High True, RECEIVE 

Data Bit 5, 
DIRECTION , 
Data Bit 6, 
PCTL , 
Data Bit 7, 
CONTROL 0 , 
Data Bit 8, 
CONTROL 1 , 
Oata Bit 10, 
Signal Ground 

Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, SEND 

High True, RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 
Low True, RECEIVE 
Low True, SEND 

High True, RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 
Low True, SEND 

Data Bit 10, High True, RECEIVE 
PFLG ,High True, RECEIVE 
Data Bit 11, High True, RECEIVE 
STATUS 0 , Low True, RECEIVE 
Data Bit 12, High True, RECEIVE 
STATUS 1 , Low True, RECEIVE 
Data Bit 13, Low True, RECEIVE 
ATTENTION , High True, RECEIVE 
Data Bit 14, High True, RECEIVE 
CONTROL 2 , Low True, SEND 
Data Bit 15, Low True, RECEIVE 
STATUS 2 High True, RECEIVE 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - DIFFERENTIAL, ROW C 

I 
27114 I 
CONN. SIGNAL I WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. NMEM. I COLOR DEFINITION 

I 
I 

Cl SDO+ -, Data Bit 0, High True,SEND 
C2 RDO+ I Data Bit 0, High True, RECEIVE 
C3 SDl+ ~I( Data Bit 1, High True, SEND 
C4 RDl+ , J, .' Data Bit 1, High True, RECEIVE 
C5 SD2+ I Data Bit 2, High True, SEND 
C6 RD2- I Data Bit 2, Low True, RECEIVE 
C7 SD3+ I Data Bit 3, High True, SEND 
cB RD3+ I Data Bit 3, High True, RECEIVE 
C9 ISD~+ I Data Bit 4, High True, SEND 
C10 RD4- I Data Bit ll, Low True, RECEIVE 
Cl1 SD5+ I Data Bit 5, High True, SEND 
Cl2 RD5+ I Data Bit 5, High True, RECEIVE 
C13 SD6+ I Data Bit 6, High True, SEND 
Cl4 RD6- I Data Bit 6, Low True, RECEIVE 
C15 SD7+ I Data Bit 7, High True, SEND 
CI6 RD7+ I Data Bit 7 , High True, RECEIVE 
C17 SD8- j Data Bit 8, Low True, SEND 
cI8 RD8- I Data Bit 8, Low True, RECEIVE 
CI9 SD9- I, Data Bit 9, Low True, SEND 
C20 SDIO+ I Data Bit 10, High True, SEND 
C21 RD9+ I Data Bit 9, High True, RECEIVE 
C22 RDIO- I Data Bit 10, Low True, RECEIVE 
C23 SD1I- Data Bit 11, Low True, SEND 
C24 RD1I- Data Bit 11, Low True, RECEIVE 
C25 SD12- Data Bit 12, Low True, SEND 
c26 RD12- Data Bit 12, Low True, RECEIVE 
C27 SD13- Data Bit 13, Low True, SEND 
C28 RD13+ Data Bit 13, High True, RECEIVE 
C29 SD14- Data Bit 1ll, Low True, SEND 
C30 RD1ll- Data Bit Ill, Low True, RECEIVE 
C31 SD15- Data Bit 15, Low True, SEND 
C32 RD15+ Data Bit 15, High True, RECEIVE 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - HIGH TRUE, ROW A 

I 
12711~ 
ICONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
OPIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITION 

A1 SDO Data Bit 0, High True, SEND 
A2 SPARO Parity bit O,High True, SEND 
A3 SD1 Data Bit 1, High True, SEND 
A4 
A5 SD2 Data Bit 2, High True, SEND 
A6 
A7 SD3 Data Bit 3, High True, SEND 
A8 RPARI Parity bit 1,Low True,RECEIVE 
A9 SD~ Data Bit 4, High True, SEND 
AIO SHIELD Frame ground 
All SD5 Data Bit 5, High True, SEND 
A12 
A13 SD6 Data Bit 6, High True, SEND 
A14 PCTL PCTL , High True, SEND 
A15 SD7 Data Bit 7, High True, SEND 
A16 
A17 
A18 CTLI CONTROL 1 , High True, SEND 
A19 
A20 GND Signal Ground-
A21 RD9 Data Bit 9,High True, RECEIVE 
A22 PFLG PFLAG ,High True, RECEIVE 
A23 
A24 
A25 
A26 
A27 
A28 ATTN ATTENTION ,High True,RECEIVE 
A29 
A30 
A31 
A32 STS2 STATUS 2 ,High True, RECEIVE 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - HIGH TRUE, ROW B 

I 
12711~ 
CONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITION 

Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 
B6 
B1 
B8 
B9 
~BI0 
Bl1 
B12 
B13 
Bl~ 
B15 
B16 
B17 
B18 
B19 
B20 
B21 
B22 
B23 
B24 
B25 
B26 
B27 
B28 
B29 
B30 
B31 
B32 

RDO 

RDI 
RPARO 

SPARI 
RD3 

RD5 
PDIR 

RD7 
CTLO 

SD10 
GND 

STSO 

STS1 
RD13 
ATTN+ 
RDl~+ 
CTL2 
RD15 
STS2+ 

Data Bit O,High True,RECEIVE 

Data Bit 1, High True, RECEIVE 
Parity bit O,High True, RECEIVE 

Parity bit 1,High True, SEND 
Data Bit 3, High True, RECEIVE 

Data Bit 5, High True, RECEIVE 
DIRECTION , High True, SEND 

Data Bit 7, High True, RECEIVE 
CONTROL 0 , High True, SEND 

Data Bit 10, High True, SEND 
Signal Ground 

STATUS 0 • High True, RECEIVE 

STATUS 1 • 
Data Bit 13, 
ATTENTION , 
Data Bit 1~. 
CONTROL 2 , 
Data Bit 15, 
STATUS 2 

High True, RECEIVE 
High True, RECEIVE 

High True, RECEIVE 
High True, RECEIVE 
High True, SEND 
High True, RECEIVE 

High True, RECEIVE 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - HIGH TRUE, ROW C 

27114 
CONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. Nl1EM. COLOR DEFINITION 

C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 RD2 Data Bit 2, High True, RECEIVE 
C7 
C8 
C9 
CI0 RD4 Data Bit ~, High True, RECEIVE 
C11 
C12 
C13 
C1~ RD6 Data Bit 6, High True, RECEIVE 
C15 
C16 
C17 SD8 Data Bit 8, High True, SEND 
C18 RD8 Data Bit 8, High True, RECEIVE 
C19 SD9 Data Bit 9, High True, SEND 
C20 
C21 
C22 RDI0 Data Bit 10, High True, RECEIVE 
C23 SD11 Data Bit 11, High True, SEND 
C24 RD1l Data Bit 11, High True, RECEIVE 
C25 SD12 Data Bit 12, High True, SEND 
C26 RD12 Data Bit 12, High True, RECEIVE 
C27 SD13 Data Bit 13, High True, SEND 
C28 
C29 SD1~ Data Bit 1~, High True, SEND 
C30 RD1~ Data Bit 14, High True, RECEIVE 
C31 SD15 Data Bit 15, High True, SEND 
C32 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - LOW TRUE, ROW A 

I 
127114 
ICONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
OPIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITION , 

A1 
A2 . 
A3 
All RPAPO Parity bit 0, Low True,RECEIVE 
AS 
A6 SPAR1 Parity bit 1, Low True, SEND 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A1D SHIELD Frame ground 
All 
A12 PDIR DIRECTION Low True,SEND 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A16 CTLO CONTROL 0 , Low True, SEND 
A17 SDB Data Bit 8, Low True, SEND 
A18 
A19 SD9 Data Bit 9, Low True,SEND 
A20 GND Signal Ground 
A2l 
A22 
A23 SD1l Data Bit 11, Low True,SEND 
A24 STSO STATUS 0 , Low True,RECEIVE 
A25 SD12 Data Bit 12, Low True, SEND 
A26 STSI STATUS 1 , Low True,RECEIVE 
A27 SD13 Data Bit 13, Low True, SEND 
A28 
A29 SD14 Data Bit Ill, Low True, SEND 
A3D CTL2 CONTROL 2 , Low True, SEND 
A3l SD15 Data Bit 15, Low True, SEND 
A32 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - LOW TRUE, ROW B 

2711~ 
CONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITION 

B1 
B2 SPARO Parity bit 0, Low True, SEND 
B3 
B~ 
B5 RD2 Data Bit 2, Low True, RECEIVE 
B6 
B7 
B8 RPAR1 Parity bit 1, Low True, RECEIVE 
B9 RD4 Data Bit 4, Low True, RECEIVE 
B1D 
B11 
B12 
B13 RD6 Data Bit 6, Low True, RECEIVE 
B14 PCTL PCTL Low True, SEND 
B15 
B16 
B17 RDB Data Bit B, Low True, RECEIVE 
B18 CTL1 CONTROL 1 Low True, SEND 
B19 
B2D GND Signal Ground 
B21 RD1D Data Bit 10, Low True, RECEIVE 
B22 PFGL PFLG , Low True, RECEIVE 
B23 ROll Data Bit 11, Low True, RECEIVE 
B24 
B25 RD12 Data Bit 12, Low True, RECEIVE 
B26 

tB27 
IB28 ATTN ATTENTION , Low True, RECEIVE 
IB29 RD14 Data Bit 1~, Low True, RECEIVE 
IB3D 
IB31 
IB32 STS2 STATUS 2 Low True, RECEIVE 
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WIRE-WRAP CONNECTOR PIN OUT DIAGRAM - LOW TRUE, ROW C 

2711~ 
CONN. SIGNAL WIRE SIGNAL 
PIN NO. NMEM. COLOR DEFINITI0N 

C1 SDO Data Bit 0, Low True,SEND 
C2 RDO Data Bit 0, Low True, RECEIVE 
C3 SD1 Data Bit 1, Low True, SEND 
Cli RD1 Data Bit 1, Low True, RECEIVE 
C5 SD2 Data Bit 2, Low True, SEND 
C6 
C7 . SD3 Data Bit 3, Low True, SEND 
C8 RD3 Data Bit 3, Low True, RECEIVE 
C9 SD~ Data Bit ~, Low True, SEND 
C10 
Cl1 SD5 Data Bit 5, Low True, SEND 
C12 RD5 Data Bit 5, Low True, RECEIVE 
C13 SD6 Data Bit 6, Low True, SEND 
C14 
C15 SD7 Data Bit 7, Low True, SEND 
C16 RD7 Data Bit 7, Low True, RECEIVE 
C17 
C18 
C19 
C20 SD10 Data Bit 10, Low True, SEND 
C21 RD9 Data Bit 9, Low True, RECEIVE 
C22 
C23 
C24 
C25 
C26 
C27 
c28 RD13 Data Bit 13, Low True, RECEIVE 
C29 
C30 
C31 
C32 RD15 Data Bit 15, Low True, RECEIVE 
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3.4 Logic sense on frontplane interface 

Low/high true: 

With differential drivers and receivers, it is all a matter of 
how the cable is wired up or how the peripheral connector is 
wired up. As an example, if the peripheral connector and receiver 
is hooked up as in case 1 below, the output at the peripheral 
receiver will be of the same sense as that at the 2711~ driver 
input. If the peripheral were hooked up as in case 2, the sense 
of the signal would be inverted. 

Case 1: 

27114 DRVR + + PERIPHERAL RECEIVER 
,-,-------------------1-' 

"1" ------1 > , )---------- "1" 
,_/-------------------,_/ 

Case 2: 

2711~ DRVR + PERIPHERAL RECEIVER 
1-'-------------------,-, 

"1" ------1 > , >---------- "0" 
1_/-------------------1_/ 

+ 
NOTE: 

Due to the fact that the CIO backplane bus is low true, a 
o bit in the program domain will be translated to a high 
logic in the corresponding circuit on the board, resulting 
in the + line being at a more positive voltage than the -
line at the frontplane interface. This is true for both 
types of input and output signals. 

The notation used in this document will be kept consistent 
in the following manner: 

• 0 and 1 are for bits in program domain 
* high/low are for logic lines in hardware (TTL level) 
* Assertion of a signal means it is being brought high. 

3.5 Data Transfer 

The data handshakes in words of 16 bits plus tw,o parity bits. 
The 27114 is the master in each transfer. 

The following discussion presumes PFLG is used as is; not 
inverted by the use of the EDGE bit (in control output register 7 
bit 5). 

A 1 programmed in this EDGE bit would allows the falling edge of 
PFLG+ to trigger the peripheral handshake circuit to indicate 
that data reception is done (output mode) or data is available 
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(input mode). In the program domain, PFLG status bit is seen 
accordingly as a transition from 1 to O. 

The following timing diagram refers to the positive line of each 
signal. 

2711~ to Peripheral: 

___________________________________ Asserted 
PDIR __ I De-asserted 

DATA XX/\ __ datal ___ /\_data2_/\ __ 

PCNTL 

PFLAG 

Data output: 

Asserted 
De-asserted ~. 

L,,) / 
~~) au~ 

rf\ 

The following sequence of events describes how and when data is 
handshaked across the frontplane with respect to PCTL and PFLG. 

* The first output cycle begins when a data word trickles through 
the F~FO and appears at its output. 

1\ '/ * As the cyclec,-st,a.:rts, data is placed on the data output lines. 
N\it:~:'lfGi0~ After Tl '+ ~5 ns,' PCTL is asserted high. 

(Ie I /",,' * 
",\1) A low-to-high PFLG from the peripheral indicates to the 2711~A 

card that the data is received. PCTL is de-asserted (low) 
immediately here. 

r{I{ 
~.s1C.-

* If another data word is already present at the FIFO's output, 
this same low-to-high PFLG will start next output, cycle. 
Otherwise, th~ next cycle will not start until another data 
word appears at the output of the FIFO. 

If or when another data word is available, PCTL will be 
asserted again. This is referred to as the "pulse" handshake 
mode. Some other IO cards like the 27112A GPIO also offer a 
"full" handshake mode whereas PCTL will not be asserj:;ed unless 
PFL'G had returned to the deasserted state. 

* The data word remains valid on the output for the entire data 
output cycle until at least after PFLG is asserted. 

* The timing was drawn to highlight the fact that the high to low 
transition of PFLG could happen anytime and is of no concern to 
the card. Only the low-to- high transition triggers action in 
the card. 

* The PFLG line must not go from low-to-high in any cycle before 
PCTL goes high. If it does, one of two things may happen: 
either it is ignored altogether or the cycle continues and 
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behaves as though PCTL did come high and followed by a rising 
edge of PFLG (data word is lost, of course). 

NOTE: 

A similar effect to the rising edge of PFLG can be done by 
switching the EDGE bit to the opposite state of PFLG. 

PERIPHERAL TO 27114: 

~R -, De-asserted ! PDI __________________________________ _ 

DATA XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX\_da ta1 __ /\_da ta2 __ / 

Asserted 
PCNTL De-asserted 

PFLAG ,_,_, ,-
<----><----> 
T2 T3 

Data input: 

* Right after reading is enabled, PCTL is asserted high. 

* Data should be placed on input data bus before PFLG is switched 
from low to high. This starts the first input cycle. 

* After T2 time, the input data is clocked into the FIFO. PCTL 
is brought low immediately. PFLG must remain high until PCTL 
is brought low. Erronous handshake could occur otherwise. 

* PCTL remains low until the FIFO has room for data or until 
after T3 + ~5 ns, whichever comes later. T3 is used to 
guarantee that the low pulse on PCTL is seen by the peripheral. 

* If a rising edge of PFLG arrives when PCTL is low, one of three 
things could happen: the correct data word is received, an 
incorrect data word is received or the edge is ignored 
altogether. 

• As indicated later, data to PFLG rising edge set up time could 
be negative and still assure proper data transfers. 

• As in data output case, only the low-to-high transition of PFLG 
is used to trigger action in the 27114A card. However, PFLG 
must be pulsed low for sufficiently long to be recognized by 
the 2711~A card (approx. 60ns). 
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3.6 Frontplane Timing 

This section is limited to restrictions placed on the design of 
peripherals which are connected to the 2711~ and guarantees given 
on timing to those peripherals. It does not consider overall 
performance or interaction between data transfer on the backplane 
of the card with data transfer on xhe frontplane of the card. A 
detailed description of overall card perf~rmance is to be found 
in se~tion 5 of this document. 

On the 27114A card there are two sets of three switches each. 
These switches control time values T1, T2 and T3 mentioned in the 
preceding section (3.5). When switches in the first set are 
closed, a default value is chosen such that optimal performance 
is guaranteed f'or a cable length of 3 m or less. When the other 
switches are closed, an alternate set of timing values are 
chosen. These alternate values are defined by R5, R7 and R9. 
These values are chosen for cables which are not longer than 2~ 
m. Only one set of switches should be closed at anyone time. 
If both sets of switches are closed, the effective result is that 
longer delays are given according to the new values (which are 
the equivalent of the two parallel resistors). This would slow 
down the transactions but otherwise does not cause any concern. 

In the near future, a new set of timing will be included which 
would specify the available set up time for output data before 
PCTL is asserted, a required set up time for input data before 
PFLG could be asserted, the minimum available PCTL low time as 
well as the minimum allowable low time for PFLG; all parameters 
will be specified at the user's end of the cable. This would 
make more sense since the user doesn't have to be concerned about 
the effect of length on these if he/she uses either standard 
length setting available on the board (3 m and 12 m). 

~AII timing values are referenced at the peripheral connector end. 

Data output from device adapter (AFI) to peripheral: PDIR is 
asserted to indicate output transfer. Initial state: both PCTL 
and PFLG are deasserted. 

AFI ACTIVITIES PERIPHERAL ACTIVITIES 
-:f 

f,IY 
1. Put data on output data bus V?J 

2. Wait for Tos (data set up)~t~O~5 
3. Assert PCTL 

(regardless of state of PFLG) 
a. Wait for PCTL assertion 
b. latch data into peripheral 
c. Assert PFLG 

4. Wait for PFLG assertion ') 
C; Wait for Tor ns . _ prJ 
6: Deassert PCTL 
7. Remove data from bus d. Wait for PCTL deassertion 
8. END OF CYCLE (AFI) e. Deassert PFLG 

f. END OF CYCLE (PERIPHERAL) 
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Data input from peripheral to device adapter (AFI): 
PDIR is deasserted·to indicate input transfer. 
Initial state: Both PCTL and PFLG must be deasserted. 

AFI ACTIVITIES 

1. Assert PCTL 
(regardless of state of PFLG) 

2. Wait for PFLG assertion 
3. Wait extra Tir ns 

Latch data in 
~. Deassert PCTL 
5. Wait extra Ticl ns 
6. END OF CYCLE (AFI) 

PERIPHERAL ACTIVITIES 

a. Wait for PCTL assertion 
b. Place data on input data bus 
c. Wait for Tis nS~data set up) 
d. Assert PFLG ~~> 

e. Wait for PCTL deassertion 
f.Remove data from input data bus 
g. Deassert PFLG 
h. END OF CYCLE (PERIPHERAL) 

------------------_.--------------------------------
Data transfer between the 2711~ and a peripheral involves the 
following list of timing numbers: 

Tos - Minimum data setup time prior to assertion of PCNTL at the 
end of a cable. A user must consider the effects of 
Skew in propagation delay on the cable and skew in 
the peripheral devices receivers. 

A value of 5~ ns is supplied. Actual measured value centers 
around 130 ns. 

- > I 1<-

DATA XXXXXXXXXXX/\ __ VALID _______ _ 
ASSERTED 

PCNTL DE-ASSERTED 

************************************************** 

tclo - Minimum low time for PCNTL. In the sequence of events 
during a handshake, some time after PCNTL is 
asserted, PFLAG is asserted in response. Then, the 
2711~ is at liberty to de-assert PCNTL. This timing 
number guarantees that it won't assert P'CNTL again 
until after some minimum amount of time. The reason 
for specifying a minimum is to ensure that a 
peripheral will see PCNTL low long enough for the 
peripheral logic to notice it and see the 
subsequent assertion of PCNTL. 
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Value = 60nsec minimum for 3 m cable 

- > I 1<-

PCNTL 'I ----
****************************************************** 

tfh - Minimum time which PFLAG must be high at the 27114 end of 
the cable to ensure the signal is seen by the 
27114. This is a requirement which must be 
satisfied by the customer's equipment 

It is specified here that the peripheral cannot deassert PFLG 
until it sees the deassertion of PCTL. 

- > I 1<-

PFLAG 

~---****************************************************** 

tis - Minimum setup time for data driven by a peripheral prior to 
PFLAG assertion. Time between data valid and PFLAG 
asserted measured at 2711~ end of cable. 

Value = 0 nsec 

- > I 1<-

DATAXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXX/\ __ VALID ____ __ 

PFLAG 

PCNTL _____________ _ 

Note: Data driven by peripheral. 

ASSERTED 
DE-ASSERTED 

******** ••• * ••• ***** ••• ~****.**.******** •• *** •• *** 

toh - Minimum time data is held on the cable by the 2711~ after 
it sees the assertion of PFLAG acknowledging the 
acceptance of data by the peripheral. 

Value = 0 minimum \/ 
~ ~\\ -) I 1<-

\\ DATA XXXXXXXXXXX/\_VA1..JID _______ /\XXXXX 

PFLAG 

PCNTL -------------------------

\ 
DE-ASSERTED 
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Note: Data driven by 2711~ 

__ ~*_***************************I********************1*** 

I 
i 
! 
I 
f 

tih - Minimum time data must be held on the cable by a 
peripheral after the peripheral sees the 
deassertion of PCNTL. 

Value = 0 minimum 
- > I 1<-

DATA XXXXXXXXXXX/\_VALID _____ /\XXXXXX 

PCNTL __ _ I_I 
PFLAG ______________ _ 1 ____ -

To extend cable length, the user is recommended to go directly to 
DuPont Connector Systems, New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, for a 
custom made cable. The cable will be made with the same specs as 
that of the supplied cable with the exception of a different 
cable length. 

NOTES ON RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE PERFORMANCE: 

The Hewlett-Packard Company have tested and found that any 
supported systems configured with this card and the standard 
length (3 m) cable will comply to all applicable existing radio 
frequency interference regulations and requirements when the 
cable is used in a system configuration in which two supported 
machines are connected to each other. 

In cases where users do not use the standard length cable, they 
are responsible for verifying and bringing their final system 
configuration into compliance with the applicable 
regulations/requirements. 

3.7 Back-to-Back 2711~ Link 

CQnne:c't":i.,on ... of:an.2'71:11t!·":~~:"~".n·· ;21:1~tJt'.:.require'S::I:om.'::'sp,e,~1:'41 .. :·,$.t>:t:tW8.'re 
:tn:::·opu,er·t.()W'f;):~}t.; The cable used 1s the supplied cable which maps 
appropriate control, status, handshake lines, and inte~rupts into 
themselves in a useful fashion. Only the hardware aspects of the 
connection is described in this section. See section ~.8 for a 
description of the software aspects. 

3.7.1 2711~ to 2711ij Cable 

The mapping of cable pins is symmetric because both ends of the 
cable plug into the same type of connector. The mapping of 
connections follows: 

PCNTL 
PFLG 

3-2~ 
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DATAout[O:15]----) DATAin[O:15] 
DATAin[O:15] <---- DATAout[O:15] 
PDIR ----> STS[2] 
STS[2] <---- PDIR 
ATTN <---- CTL[2] 
CTL[2] ----> ATTN 
CTL[O] ----> STS[O] 
CTL[l] ----) STS[l] 
STS[O] <---- CTL[O] 
STS[l] <---- CTL[l] 
GND ----> GND 
GND ----> GND 

There is no connection for the TEST pins. 

The supplied cables, both differential and single-ended ones, 
have taken in to account this AFI-AFI connection. Both of them 
are wired exactly as the recommendation above. When used, each 
end of the cable should plug directly into an 2711~ AFI card. 
For single-ended cables, since one end is for low true and other 
end is for high true application, care must be given to configure 
the terminating resistor packs according to the way the cable is 
used a t that end (one .~~~? ,~~ ... ~()\tftrl.l~,one..c~~~is .~igh tru~). 
N.~:te .. '·.21\;b;~',? ,·t,;na.:~;itiilft,;;··Q"ata:'i7a:na, ·co'ntr61..,':ar.6 , .~,l.~~"'~hv~~teQ:' .,ill' :"e~,se '. of 
the,',:'s1il"~1":'" " 'V",J ., ",' ,~, .,T~~~t::b,;i;:~c;'):~Ci'$e':·;:'n.0~ma't'~:'natn:l"S:hake',cart be " 
pro·,:,,·,···,· ' , 'l~rsl.ttg··'t~'DGE';,;;b:!t('"·(re:rlriltion·······"fn·botn')'earas~l' 

3.7.2 Back-to-Back Data Transfer 

The process of connecting two 2111~ cards to each other presents 
a rather odd handshake situation. The card at each end wants to 
behave as the master. Data transfer takes place as follow: one 
end or the other will assert its PCNTL first and the other end 
will see it as a PFLAG prior to having asserted its first PCNTL. 
One possible scheme is presented here. 

This case is illustrated rrom both the source and sink points of 
view in the timing diagrams below. This illustrates a two word 
transfer. 

Note: the PCNTLSINK line is left asserted. This is because it has 
more room in its FIFO for data. 

-
Details of a possible software scheme are left for section 4.8. 
These include suggestions for the use of CTL[2:0], STS[2:0] and 
interrupts. The timing diagram below ignores the procedure of 
setting up the transfer. 

T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 
<---->(----><----><---->(---->(----> 

DATA XXX XXX \ datal /\ data2 
--;~.- -- ---

PCNTLSINK _I 

PCNTLSOUR 1_ 
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a b c d e c d e 

Handshake progress (a,b,c,d and e as referred to by the timing 
diagram): 

a. SINK card brings its PCTL line high, waiting for peripheral 
(SOURCE card) in its data input mode. 

b. SOURCE card places data on bus. First data output cycle 
starts (for SOURCE) 

c. SOURCE card brings its PCTL line high, indicating that it has 
valid output data on bus. The time elapsed between band c is 
controlled by timing value Tl in the SOURCE card. The SINK 
card recognizes PFLG line high and knows that its peripheral 
just put data on the bus. 

d. After an elapsed time T2, SINK card brings its PCTL line low 
to acknowledge to the peripheral (SOURCE card) that it has 
seen PFLG coming high. 

e. The SINK card brings PCTL high again after T3 time. This 
could be delayed until its FIFO is not full. 

Recognizing that its peripheral has recognized its PCTL line's 
going high by asserting PFLG high, the SOURCE card drops its 
PCTL line and puts a new data word on the bus to start another 
data transfer cycle. This could be delayed until its FIFO is 
not empty. 

It should be remembered that in both input and output modes, the 
PFLG rising'edge is the key to all timing (falling edge if EDGE 
~At is a 1)_ 

NOTE: The synchronization between the two cards must be done 
properly to avoid data words being dropped or added unexpectedly. 
The sender should check its data path to see if all transmitted 
words are actually consumed. 
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~. BACKPLANE CONTROL DESCRIPTION 

NOTE: 

A lot of what described here only applies to the driver writers 
or diagnostic writers. The user should not be too concerned 
about what happens on the CIe backplane or on the 2711~A card 
itself. 

The 27114 card is a level 1 CIa card. As such, it behaves 
somewhat differently than what has been called CIe in the past. 
This changes the following things: 

Subchannel address is device address. 

"Commands" are all bit-bucketed. 

Status is always reported as AES. 

~DBYT and DEND are never asserted by the card. 

Some specific attributes of the 2711~ card: 

Write orders and read orders must be suppressed (they are ignored 
by AFI). 

The only reason an 27114 ever responds to SRQ polls is for the 
movement of data. It does this whenever it is ready for data 
transfer. 

Self test results SENSE[] are always "pass". No self test is 
done by the card itself. 

The card is always RFC (ready for command). Commands themselves 
are ignored. 

The card must be set up for data transfer by manipulating bits in 
the AFI CONTROL register. 

~.1 Register Definitions 

NOTE: 
-

Most registers are inaccessible to the high level (end) users. 
The degree of accessibility varies with the particular driver on 
that system. 

~-1 
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The decoding of BPI, BPO, CEND and CBYT is as follows (X means 
don't care): 

READ REGISTERS: 

BPI I CBYT I CEND BPO I Register definition 
-------------------------------------------------
o X I X 0 DATA 
o 0 I 0 1 SENSE 
o 0 I 1 1 ID 
o 1 I 1 1 2111~A STATUS 
1 X I X 1 STATUS 

WRITE REGISTERS: 

BPI I CBYT 

o 
o 
o 

X 
o 
1 

CEND 

X 
o 
1 

BPO I Register definition 

o I DATA 
1 I CONTROL 
1 I 2111~A CONTROL 

Writing to illegal address combination will not cause any action 
on the card. 

Reading using illegal address combinations will return 
unspecified values. 

~-2 
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4.1.1 Register descriptions: 

*DATA[15 .. 0]: READ/WRITE. U3( ~U7/? 
This is a 16 bit wide location on the card. The 2711~ must be set 
up for a data transfer in the appropriate direction and be 
polling for data (responding to SR~ polling). Otherwise, a read 
of or write to this register will cause incorrect state changes 
on the card i.e. the data path will be altered requiring a DCL 
to clear it up. ,A read following a write will not necessarily 
return the same data. / 

There is one exception to this rule. After a hard reset of the 
card, a write to the data register with UAD asserted is used to 
wake up the card. 

The most significant bit of a 16 bit word will end up at DOUT[15] 
on the frontplane connector. 

There is no word packing or unpacking on the board. Therefore, 
accessing the data path with CBYT asserted is seen as an attempt 
to move a 16 bit word by the 2711~ card. CBYT and CEND have no 
meaning for an 2711~ card beyond their usefulness as address 
bits. 

* SENSE: READ ONLY. 

The sense register is always immediately accessible once the card 
has been awakened. The bits returned are as follows: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 65 ~ 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I *1 *1 *1 ., *1 *' ., *' RI PI PI NI LI AI I AI 
I R' RI RI RI RI RI RI RI FI 51 RI MI VI RI RI RI 
I I I I I I I I I CI TI EI II 11 EI I QI 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
Some of the bits on the 2711~ are hard-wired. What you really get 
back looks as follows: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I AI . I AI 
I 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 11 11 01 01 11 RI 01 RI 
I I I I I I I I I , I I I I EI I QI 
+-----~-----------------------------------------+ 

The ARE and ARQ bits behave per the CIO standard. 

-
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~CONTROL: WRITE ONLY. 

This register is used to enable and disable interrupts. It is 
also used to do an addressed device clear e.g. reset the 2711~ 
without disturbing other cards in the backplane. The bits that 
are there behave per the CIe standard. 

The bit map for the control register follows: 

BB stands for Bit Bucket. These bits have no effect. 

15 1~ 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI DI.DI BI BI AI AI 
I BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI CI EI BI BI RI RI 
I I I I I I I I I I I LI LI I I EI DI 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 

~ID: READ ONLY. 

ID is inaccessible until the card has been awakened after a 
reset. The returned value is a hardware constant used to identify 
this extended CIe card as an 2711~ card. The returned value also 
contains a revision number for the card. 

The bit map is as follows: 

15 1~ 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I I 1 I I PI RI RI RI I I I I I I I I 
I 01 01 01 01 EI 21 11 01 01 01 11 01 01 01 01 01 
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
R[2 .. 0] indicate the hardware revision number of the board. They 
are returned as 0 with this revision of design. 

PE is returned as 1 if parity is enabled and 0 otherwise. Parity 
enable is configured with switches 7 and 8 of SW1. Parity is odd 
only (parity fault does not result if all CIO backplane data 
lines including parity lines are low). 

NOTE: 

Most CIO channel adapters do not generate nor check for parity. 
The 2711~A generates parity only for the CIe read only registers. 
It does not check parity for CIO write registers. Parity for 
data read/write is the responsibility of the peripheral if parity 
is enabled (the card passes parity bits directly between the CIO 
backplane and the peripheral interface). 

4-~ 
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~STATUS: READ ONLY. 

The STATUS register 
(asynchronous event sensed). ~R~e7a~d~in~g~t~h~i~s~~~~~~~~~~ 
fli flo which had latched the interru t 
input . 

NOTE: 

The interrupt circuit is ~e sensitive so any reading of the 
STATUS register could wipe out a pending interrupt. The sense 
register should be read and handled accordingly to avoid missing 
interrupt. 

The bit pattern returned is as follows: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 )01 11 01 01 01 01 
1 I I I I I 1 I I I 1 1 1 I I I I 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
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~27114 STATUS: READ ONLY. 

This register is used to monitor several of the basic functions 
of the card. These bits are the sampled value taken at the last 
assertion of the backplane line, SYNC-. 

The bit map is as follows: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I I I I I I I I I P'I Pial II TIS I SIS I 
I 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 CI PI RI RI EI TI TI TI 
1 1 I I I I I I I LI alii SI 21 11 01 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
4.1.1.1 Definition of Status Bits 

NOTE: 

Except for the 3 status bits STS[2 .. 0), most bits will not be 
visible to the high level user unless so supported by the 
respective driver. 

PCL -- This bit returns the state of the PCNTL handshake signal 
as sampled at the time when SYNC- last went low on the backplane. 
The returned value is a "zero" if PCNTL is asserted to the 
peripheral. t- pR.o&eAfY) VA loU t> C.'AIL!> " Af.,Ue -=- ) 

) 

PFG -- This bit returns the state of the PFLAG handshake line as 
sampled at the time when SYNC- last went low on the backplane. 
The returned value is a "one" if PFLAG is asserted by the 
peripheral. 'L P~o&-R..ft('() VACVt' t!.4/l.D V{fLVC:' fZ1 
. I 

OR -- This bit returns the state of the FIFO's output ready flag 
as sampled at the time when SYNC- last went low on the backplane. 
The return~d value is a "one" if the FIFO was capable of sourcing 
more data at that point in time. OR is useful in determining if 
things are hung up ~n a transfer to a peripher~l; and as part of 
a self test. It must nQt be used to indicate that there is no 
data left in the path (lnput or output mode). -

IR -- This bit returns the state of the FIFO's input ready flag 
as sampled at the time when SYNC- last went low on the backplane. 
The returned value is a "oneil if the FIFO was capable of taking 
more data at that point' ,in time. This does not necessarily mean 
tha:t tne-c-ard1s rea cry'--ro r more data. It is useful in determine 
if things ar~ ~up ina transfer to a peripheral, and as part 
of a self.. :r~.~tlstnot be used to. indicate that there is no 
room in the.d'ata~~,~~;;:~;~:bye 

~..:;,~'4:I"';>-'::t<'_'r"·A'''>;·..".,,,.J."j''lI¢l;:'''~'#'r.>'''<, 

STS[2 .. 0] -- These bits return the state of the STS[2 .. 0] lines 
driven by the peripherals (unconnected lines reported as zeros). 

The STS2 bit is valid only when bit DIR is programmed with a 1 to 
define a data input mode (since the STS2 line receiver is enabled 
with the data receivers). 

4-6 
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NOTE: 

If there is any doubt as of the current direction of transfer, 
STS2 should not be used at all. 

TES -- This bit is returned as a 1 if a test hood is present or 
if pin A10 of the frontplane conne~tor is connected to ground for 
some reason. 

2111ij CONTROL: WRITE ONLY. 

NOTE: 

Like the 27114 STATUS register, most bits in here will not be 
accessible to the high level user. The exception would be the 
three CL[2 .. 0] control bits. 

The 21114 CONTROL register is used to control several of the 
functions of the 2111ij. Care should be taken not to disturb the 
CL[2 .. 0] bits when other input/outputs are activated. 

The bit map is as follows: 

15 1ij 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 ~ 2 10 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
1 BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI PI DI EI CI PI CI CI CI 
I BI BI BI BI BI BI BI BI RI II 01 LI EI LI LI LI 
1 I I I 1 1 I I I NI RI GI FI NI 21 11 01 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
PRN -- This bit is used to enable and disable SRQ poll responses -rrom the card. If it is ~ritten as a "0" the card will be capable 
of responding to SRQ polls. If ~t is written to a "1" the card 
will not respond to SRQ polls. After a hard reset or device 
clear, th i s bit iss e t to U 111 ., '" H ,. I I'h 

~..sw v,qL.vGo; vv::;)'/ 

CLF -- Clear FIFO: If set to 1 this bit clears the FIFO data path 
and reset the state machine which controls it. If left at "1 11 it 
will continue to do so. To effectively reset the data path, this 
bit must be set to "1" then reset to "0" while other bit values 
r4:main the same, After a device clear or a hard reset this bit 
will be set to "1". 

DIR -- This bit is used to control the set up of the card for 
data transfer in one direction or the other. If ~ten as a "111 
the card will move data toward the CIO channel adapter from the 
peripheral (input mode). A "0 11 defines output mode. After a 
device clear or reset, the direction is set for transfer toward 
the channel adapter. 

EDG -- This is the bit which determines which edge of the line, 
PFLAG, is used to cause or indicate data movement. If this bit is 
w~itten as a "0", the rising edge of PFLAG is used. If not, the 
falling edge ~sused. After as hard reset or device clear, this 
bit is set as though it had been written with a "l". -. 

~-7 
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PEN -- This bit is used to enable the frontplane to respond to 
handshakes. In effect, it turns on and off the frontplane of the 
card. If set to "0" it enables the frontplane to respond to 
handshakes. If set to a "1" it prevents the frontplane from 
responding to handshakes. After a hard reset or device clear, it 
is as though it was set with a Ill", disabled. 

CL[2 .. 0] -- These three bits are u~ed to write control 
information to a peripheral device. They feed out to the 
frontplane connector. After a hard reset or device clear, they 
are all set in such a fashion as to be seen as all zero by the 
peripheral. These are inverted frQm the se~se seen b¥ a progrank 
Writing a "0" to these bits sets the lines seen by a peripheral 
devices to "1". The state of these three bits does not affect 
the card. 

NOTE: 

The best way to ensure that there is no racing condition on the 
2711~A hardware (which is essentially a state machine) is to 
change one bit at a time. To prevent unwanted side-effects in 
data handshaking between the 2711~A and the peripheral, the PEN 
bit should be disabled until data is ready to be exchanged. 

~.1.2 Card Identification 

NOTE: 

This section should be transparent to the high level user. Power 
up or initialization should be taken care of by the respective 
drivers. 

After card power up or a hard reset via the RST line on the 
backplane, the 2711~ behaves as though it is asleep. It is 
"awakened" by a Write Data operation with IUAD, a line on the 
backplane, asserted. The first action taken by code attempting to 
identify the card, should be a Read Sense operation. The code 
should "know" that the card is an extended CIO card because the 
LV1 bit in the SENSE register is set. Being a level one card, the 
code must read register 3, the ID register to determine the type 
of card which is in the slot. The returned value, which indicates 
a 2711~ is in the slot, is 32. The least significant byte is the 
10. The three least significant bits in the upper byte forms the 
revision number of the hardware. The driver"must deal-with the 
card according to the revision number. Different revision number 
could imply that there are changes in the hardware. This ERS 
applies only to rev O. 

4.2 Data path pipeline 

The data path consists of a FIFO which contains 6~ data words and 
four extra latches, two in front and two behind the FIFO. A 
state machine is used to control the flow of data through the 
pipeline. 
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~.2.1 FIFO and external latches 

The FIFO can store up to 6~ words. Since its status outputs 
(input ready IR and output ready OR) are updated only after the 
current transfer is done, one extra level of latches is provided 
should there be an extra transfe~~~rea~~j~ni~iat~dby the 
c~a.n,~el,." .. adaPt~r:. """.~~.so" ",.sinc e.the, .', .c~ann~::r,a.".ap;~·~,t{.~§;~~!,,~y~:,:,:pan 
~;~~;~ti:~~:;; ~J:.l~ .. ,.~.J;lQ~b.l~.".f~~fl$tEU:'·, ev~n. alter " . re uest is' 
t·urned ·:of .. :. ,·~.:·;:a··:.:~~QD$e'~·ll:,:tl;¢;~:·;:; .. Q:~·mo.:betiJJ;t,t ·'or 

.... ,·/illii:;::{ "u,';;,:,'m:oae ", a second level of latches is required. 
T~ese two levels of latches are used only to smooth out data 
transfer between the FIFO and the backplane. Two latches are 
provided for data output mode_{PRE latches) between the backplane 
and the FIFO input. Likewise, two POST latches are inserted 
between the FIFO output and the backplane. 

~.2.2 State machine 

lfff!F'((1:3' frlV& A Gwlt l,L';I ·TrIP.e;E..

tftTc"H~S. ~e,wee"rJ 7J.I£ GflCi'Pc..,qtJr!' 
fJrNll Trl6 FfJ..O/Viil'-"""'';; FoR DI1M d--()IAI& N~ 
,- 0 rn E P6' R r P I-h'.-'(J,fH. FR tJ {Yl Tl+~ e. A CI<P /.. A t 

The state machine takes one out of four possible states 00, 01, 
10 and 11. These states are used to indicate the presence of 
data words in transit between the backplane and the FIFO (either 
in PRE set or POST set of latches). 

The two bits Y1 and YO (less significant bit) are assigned such 
that a 1 in YO means that a valid word is being latched in the 
near latch. Similarly, a 1 in Y1 means a valid word is in the 
far latch (further from FIFO). State 11 means both latches have 
valid words, 01 means only near latch is valid etc .... Note that 
only one set of PRE or POST latches can be situated between tne 
backplane and the FIFO in a certain input or output mode . 

. ~~te machine is reset to state 00 at power up time or !n~ 
time th:'._~!1! .. " .. t~l~ar F~F~) ~.!~ is progranuned with a 1. 

INPUT MODE: 

In input mode (data from peripheral to backplane), the POST 
latches are used. When data is available from the FIFO, they are 
trickled into the near POST latch and then into the far POST 
latch, in that order. . 

Positive SRQ is possib~~C>,nlywh~n there is a valid data word in 
the far P~ST latch .. Burst'r~quest~ isassertedon.lywhen both 
iPOSTlatc]le~.e:ont.1n,valld:i·data wo:rdi. This is done to 
guaranteed 'that the backplane can DMA without being shortchanged 
with invalid data words. 

The pO$sible state transition sequences are ([xN] means 
re:B,eatable N times): ~ ~::=c- I 

['I\i~1.? ~iff(L. ~A~(10· rJ~tJ~ :[}. ~., 
OD ,01, 1~~ 00 .~~: sing~e data word being read from FIFO 
~~g, OJp 1J;.:,.F,[XN], 12 .. ' o~.c.mult~Pl.,.e da.t. a .. word available from FIFO 
\,1 rY or ~ {,/(I. 0; ,.1(1 ~" 

I /('t· (V'ii- I 

09£' OJ" 1r [xN], 10-i,~ O.~ •• =-_ n. ~ (;1. 
,,) ,\,,\1' d~ (l\v . 

I" \ ? rr' 
OUTPUT MODE: 
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In data output mode, the PRE latches are used to buffered data 
once the FIFO is full. Once the FIFO becomes full, the next data 
wnrd is latched in the near PRE latch. If the FIFO becomes 
empty, it will be moved into the FIFO. In case a second word 
comes when the near PRE latch and the FIFO are both full, the far 
PRE latch is used. Once this state (11) is reached, the near 
word must be moved in first before the far word can be. In this 
case, the far word falls through (transparent to) the near latch. 
Both latches are of transparent type. 

~ ~ ~ i t ~~::s,~ .. R~,e,:~~~'~tJ;~~';~'i~~~~'~;~t'~~~'tJ~·;~£~,t~:it~e;~;~,i~n~}rQ:i;~i-::':':'~.~a~~? 00 it 

The following possibilities 
:/ 

'~ \ v"" 
oOf [xN~;{ '1> 
00" 0 1 ~ v 00): k ~ 

, r" I) 1°0', O~O 00, 01~; 11~ 

for state transition sequences exist: 

:FIFO never full 
:FIFO full temporarily 
:FIFO full with two extra data words 

NOTE: The above description of the state machine applies to both 
data bursting and single data word transfer. 

4.2.3 SRQ poll response and burst request 

SRQ (service request) and burst request are activated accordingly 
to the state of the state machine depending on the operating mode 
(input or output). 

SRQ is carried out by asserting the UAD backplane line whenever a 
service poll is conducted (this is done constantly by the channel 
adapter). SRQ is the only mean which user's program can find out 
if the card is ready for data transfer or not (Not the status 01-
rnput ready or output ready from the FIFO). . . 

,f!O'II'~~~~~ ...... ~~~>l'-~~""'~".lMIrJ'VW&<I_""""~~»iS'.I'~l'r.:.II;;llt~""""'.~"V";"'~'~~o:«(l"~!I(.'toIo.~~J('\Mo.~~;~Ifo"~'l!Ih~~ 

Since the method for responding to service/attention polling is 
to assert a data line (DO through D1) on CIO backplane, the AFI 
card works only when it is installed in a slot which UAD line is 
tied to such a data line. These slots belong to poll group O's. 
(In machine like DAWN 9920, internal slots 4,5,6,1 and all 
external 10 extender slots 8 through 15 and 16 through 23 are 
poll group 0' s slots. In macl'l~p,:/~~~~II'l~igo,.on+y.slot 0 "to 6 
a.rep:ol1:gr<:?HP/9's:\slot~ ).,lJ)·lS.~e'£'~'~tTcic~n's:equenee;scan happelfl 
'if,,:/the·AFI····'i§)plugge:d·· in, ·arf··.unsup:porte,d:·,slot~~:. _ 

Burst request is asserted by driving the proper backplane line 
active. This indicates to the channel adapter that the card is 
capable of doing data bursting, at least for two transfers 
anyway. 

4.2.4 Backplane data handshaking 

The 21114A does not keep track of how many transfers it should 
carry out or it have performed. Nor c~n it int~r~\l1?t the ch~nnel 
a~Cl. p~ e rpn ... ~s ~mi~ar. C a us e . .I~c,j.'~lill:Up,:to:,>th'e'e~anil'7,~ ',ad apte~, 
to.··.;aete,~it1e ... hpw'.Jna!n)t· .•. m()?='7· ... ·~ts;p~;:~~l~1l_~~~A 
2~fl1Y~:~_card'k,e'~:p$;~'d,elrianding:''f:;o't:aa;'ta .... :r:anser's . wheneVer ' .. its}]' 
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C~~.~it~ofipermit {rQoni in otltput Jnode :and c1'attEi' ava.ilable in input 
m(!.)oeJ,. : 

4.2.5 Frontplane data handshaking 

The state machine does not control directly the interaction 
between the FIFO and the frontplane handshaking. Frontplane 
handshaking is done when both the FIFO and the peripheral are 
ready. This is done via the full synchronous handshake of PCTL 
and PFLG as described in section 3.5 and 3.6 As described 
earlier, the PEN bit in the 27114 CONTROL register must be 
written with a 0 to enable frontplane handshake. 

Note that any time the EDG bit is progr~~ed to the same state as 
thatjof the PFLG bit, a simulated triggering edge is generated to 
the frontplane interface circuit. This could be very effective 
in either self test or when no peripheral handshake is needed or 
available. 

In data input mode, data words are moved directly from the line 
receivers to the FIFO input. In ~p~t mode, the line drivers 
are actually driven by the near ~J') latch which provides one 
extra level of buffering. -.,.' 

4.3 Data Path Loopback 

NOTE: 

As best as it can be described here, these written paragraphs 
will guide the users (driver writers) through in a not so 
efficient way. The circuit diagram (schematic) is the best and 
utmost description of what the card actually does and should be 
consulted whenever doubts exist. Many fine tuning 
processes/tricks cannot be described here without going through 
hundreds of pages. 

This section describes a sequence of events which could be used 
to loop back data through the data path on the 27114. Such an 
exercise might be part of a power up self test of the card. The 
data path loopback can be done with or without the test hood.---

The sequence of control given assumes that the card is in the 
state in which it is left after a device clear and a device 
enable have been performed. 

There are some hardware facts to bear in mind when doing 
10opbaclt.They re~a~e .to the fact that /~~ •. >1.'~!.~'~"i'r~~~.~:,.Qn:>:,t,q;~'·:'27·11!4 
is~,:apipelln.·~e'ons±:st'i.mg,·/G'f';l:~:r:egts't:e:rz~$'':an,d:'tr'!FG. '" i'he' FrFO on the 
card is only 64 words deep, but has been extended in depth by two ~ 
ext ra. reg is t e r s. Th is me ans tha t 'b:"~'i"~~T';~~\~("~:'er~:'klt~~li¢~~t~:,Q'6,~)'\WO't'($S;"oft 
data.with9!l;"tb,'>f;t:"ont,plane being enabled~ However, these extra 
.b'o wo~ds wjll get lost or messed up in a data loopb§.ck 
situation. ... ---
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4.3.1 Loopback without test hood 

The process of doing a loopback consists of several writes to the 
27114 CONTROL register, followed by an enable of DMA to the card. 
After the DMA to the card, several more writes to the 2711~ 
CONTROL register are required followed by an enable of DMA from 
the card. Instead of DMAing to/from the card, normal writes and 
reads can be used to send and receive data. 

Any length of transfer from one to 64 16-bit words is acceptable. 
Any data looped back from the 27114 tests the entire length of 
the data path. The FIFO is a fall-through type and for that 
reason, all locations in it are tried, even if only one word is 
passed through it. 

A possible sequence of actions for a loopback follows (all values 
are to be written to the 27114A CONTROL register unless otherwise 
noted) : 

1. write 0001 1000 to define output mode, enable poll 
response, reset clear FIFO and disable peripheral. 

2. write 0000 1000 to set clear FIFO. 
3. write N 16-bit words of data to DATA register. 

N is between 1 and 6~. 
4. write 0100 1000 to define input mode now. 
5. read N 16-bit words of data from DATA register 

and compare to those sent in step 3. They should 
be the same. 

Read and write access to DATA register in step 3 and 5 should be 
instantaneous (no need to check for SRQ poll response) for either 
direct access or DMA bursting mode. 

4.3.2 Loopback with test hood 

The presence of a test hood can be sensed by looking at bit TES 
of the AFI status register. A 1 indicates that the test hood is 
currently plugged in. . 

'f:be~' •. ··:t;.~;s;t.::···.ttdt()\d');;x;b·a:a:i:,¢·:.1lt;;ii:)!{!~_~<)fli.~.;,~~rc:·;th~e:~:'.:d>;at·a" ··.'·an'd>'··.c:ont,r<)'i;:'···.:i±n;·es'····'·'itH 
the;'><'!nlmt~'C"':maJ)'M:lPt~;~:.,.~,t.Y.?t:b~tt;::tJ:I::;~·ti;.is"i;·'A'il··C;4:rds' ( see the AFI - t 0-AFI 
section). With it, most line drivers and receivers are fully 
tested (this is the only difference between loopback t~sting with 
and without test hood). 

NOTE: 

Even though the drivers are connected to the receivers and 
checked out, no loading are present at the connection points. 
Marg ~ivjf:l:·l;Y;·:';·1·6~tt!'f:~:i~·f!;;!·~'~~~'IiJil!~~1*r:e,e.e,i~'e'm$'~4~b9in.+ma¥:cc,Ae g~;9ut, ·.,.Q.K but 
cC>uld,;;t-a±li;~;m;it':s~!~a:&'l~~;:i;WH,en'>O~:U'$eia::'!tf'::a':a't~ual>;'se't:'!iUP '~'wi'th " "t~h e c ~ b Ie . 
loading being the factor. 

The STS2 line receiver and DIR line driver are not completely 
tested since reading of STS2 requires DIR bit to be defined as 1 
(input mode). 
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With the test hood plugged in, the line drivers are always 
enabled, even during reception mode. .",," 

I -(j,t,,';.'~ (N ')""1'-(1.,. hI" " 
" '()llfh'" 

Either the' ED'G'b1torthe' 'PENblt 'must"oe programmed high to fill 
up the FIFO in output mode. Otherwise data will be automatically 
latc~ed out to nowhere land as soon as~~e,~areavai1.ab~,~r~om 
the FIFO during ()utput()pe~a~i()n ~ .... ,§,~e:~n'~ri~""~s"~ru~' "in' :i'nput 
()p~E.!,~~"94n.;;:,,,,~,,~s:,:filled up'~ with 'phEiritom'da ta' '~oras ,wheneveri 
thi§:re l.S room in' the FIFO . 

Since CTL[O-l] and STS[O-l] are connected to each other, testing 
these lines is straightforward. 

The CTL2-ATTN pair can be tested by attempting to interrupt the 
car.d by properly programming the CTL2 bit and observing the 
response of ATTN flipflop. 

The STS2-DIR pair cannot be fully tested due to the fact that 
STS2 can be read only in the input mode. 

PCTL-PFLG pair can be tested by filling up the FIFO with PEN 
programmed with a 0 while doing the data path loopback test 
described in 4.3.1 There should be no data words in the FIFO when 
the direction is reversed. An alternative method is to read the 
PFLG bit when PCTL is toggled. 

Data lines are tested by doing a frontplane loopback test. The 
test is very similar to the data loopback test mentioned in ~.3.1 
In this test 3 words are written out to the FIFO. When the 
sirection~~eversed, two data words are latched out to the 
~}5~~na.,1.~1a...t.cbg_§" .. J?yt~:iq~~ of _the FIFOJrovidin&....ro·om f.or .A1._1east 
another_t-liQ_~_data_.,~~Q!,~g~. Every time the EDG bit is switched from .. , 

~~:!els~~~"~e(l~a~e~e;~~:ed~~~ 
m~~De--i'cre'ntrcil-to--£h~eone"beIng =~latched in the outside latch 
closer to the FIFO (second data word written in output mode). 
Since PEN is programmed with 1, PCTL and PFLG remain at 1 all the 
time. 

The following sequence illustrates how a data word can be clocked 
through the test hood: 

OUTPUT these: 
control 
control 
data 
data 
data 
control 
c()ntrdl 
control 
control 

0001 1XXX 
0000 1XXX 
data word 
data word 
data word 
0010 1XXX 
0110 1XXX 
0110 OXXX 
0110 1XXX 

then INPUT these 
10. data word A 
11. data word B 

(reset fifo state machine and) 
(disable frontplane interface) 

1 (write 3 data words out) 
2 ...... 

3 
(turn on edge bit) 
(now define input mode) 
(enable frontplane) 
(disable frontplane) 

(H!.Py~ata words) 
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12. data 
13. data 

word C 
word D· 
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Data word A, Band C must be the same as data word 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. Data word D must be the same as data word 2. This 
is the data word which gets transferred through the line driver, 
test hood and line receiver circuits. 

After step 5, there are three words of data in the fifo. Step 6 
and 1 define the input mode and at the same time move the first 
two words out and latch them in the POST latches. The third data 
word is at the output of the fifo~ The second word is latched in 
the near POST latch. Since the output of this latch drives the 
line drivers, and the line drivers drive the line receivers (via 
the test hood) and the line receivers drive the fifo, further 
data input to the fifo should have the same pattern as the second 
data word. 

When step 8 enab·les the frontplane interface, the fifo is filled 
up instantly since PCTL is routed back to PFLG and the EDGE bit 
had been cleared. Thus when step 9 disables the frontplane 
interface, there will be a total of 66 data words with the first 
three the same as what were written and the ijth through 66th 
identical to the second word. 

ij.4 Interrupts 

The interrupt discussed here is the ARQ interrupt. This is not to 
be confused with interrupt schemes used on some other CIO cards. 

There is one hardware signal in the cable labeled ATTN. If it is 
de-asserted, it will set a flip-flop in the card unless that 
flip-flop is being held reset by a device clear or hard reset 
state. If ARE is set on in the WRITE CONTROL register on the 
21114, and this flip-flop becomes set, the ARQ line on the 
backplane will be pulled low requesting an ARQ poll from the 
channel adapter. The channel adapter can then read STATUS from 
the card, resetting the ATTN flip flop on the card. The STATUS 
value is always a simple AES status byte. 

If ARE is not set, the 21114 will not pull ARQ low upon seeing 
the ATTN flip flop.set, however, SENSE [arq] will still be 
available to the driver. 

4.5 Output to a Peripheral 

Output to a peripheral is accomplished with several writes of the 
21114 CONTROL register followed by a data transfer being enabled, 
followed by some clean-up. The following sequence assumes that 
the card starts in the state it would be left in after a device 
clear followed by a device enable. This to preclude the 
possibility that a previous abnormal transfer left data in the 
data path. During a normal sequence of transfers from in either 
direction between the peripheral and the 21114, the driver must 
see to it that such is the case prior to each successive 
transfer. 
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A possible sequence follows: 

1. Using the CTL[2 .. 0] lines accessible as bits in the 21114 
CONTROL register and perhaps forcing a device clear and enable, 
the driver does whatever is necessary to get the peripheral 
device ready to receive data. /{0 ft 

,,~ , /V!) 
~r .J" ft 

2. Write 21114 CONTROL with 1000 lXXX to set direction of 
transfer out toward the peripheral without enabling frontplane or 
backplane transfers. 

Note:The state of PEN doesn't really matter to the 21114 or the 
backplane here. The state of PEN may matter to the peripheral. If 
the peripheral won't mis-behave because it sees the wrong 
direction on PDIR and for some reason generates a PFLAG without a 
PCNTL, there should be no pro~}em./ ~ 

'<.~~i;' «9.. I.('{ 

3. Write 21114 CONTROL with 0000 1XXX and 0000 OXXX to enable the 
21114 to respond to polls and handshake with the peripheral. 

Note: At this point the 27114 is responding to SRQ polls and is 
simply hanging the frontplane by not asserting PCNTL given that 
it has no data to pass on to the frontplane. Step number 4 could 
take place prior to step 3 if so desired. 

4. Set a timeout for the Device Address. 

5. Enable the channel adapter to do data bursting to the 27114. 

6. Wait for the DMA to finish. 

7. Because of the FIFO pipeline in the data path, check the card 
to see if the transfer from the 27114 to the peripheral is really 
done. To do this, read the 27114 STATUS register and check to 
see if OR indicates the existence of data in the FIFO (lOR bit 
being 11111) and check to see if PCNTL is still asserted to the 
peripheral (PCL bit being "Oil). Until this shows the peripheral 
to have taken all the data (OR "0" and PCL "1"), the transfer is 
not really done. 

Note: This clean-up procedure is application dependent. In ~ome 
cases, it might be better if the peripheral device interrupt,ed 
via the ATTN line after it gets all the data,it is going to take. 
After this, as.a check to see that the DMA count sent equals to 
DMA count taken, it might be appropriate to check on things 
mentioned in 111 above. In some cases, this additional check may 
be deeme~ so unlikely to indicate a problem that it could be 
dispensed with. It depends on the ability of the application to 
tolerate data transfer problems. These checks are very useful 
when debugging a new driver or a new peripheral interface de"sign. 
The decision to use such checks in a finalized driver is a 
tradeoff between the ability of the driver to catch and handle 
error conditions in a "nice" fashion and the speed of execution 
of the driver. 
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4.6 Data input from a Peripheral 

Input from a peripheral follows much the same scheme as Output to 
a peripheral. The sequence starts from the point of no data in 
the FIFO and neither frontplane nor backplane interfaces on the 
card enabled to transfer data. 

A possible sequence £ollows: 

1. Using CTL[2 .. 0] accessible as bits in the 27114CONTROL 
register and perhaps £orcing a device clear and enable, the 
driver does whatever is necessary to get the peripheral device 
ready to source data. ~ ~ 

~? \i 
\"1; k. ~ . 

2. Write 27114 CONTROL with 1100 1XXX to set direction of 
transfer in from the peripheral without having enabled frontplane 
or backplane transfers. ~'Sl ~ ~?:,> ~ 

t J~ \5 ~ ~ 
frf' ~ ~\l2 ~ 

3. Write 27114 CONTROL with 0100 1XXX and 0100 OXXX to enable the 
27114 to to polls and handshake with the peripheral. 

Note: At this point the 27114 begins to attempt to handshake data 
into its FIFO from the peripheral. As soon as it gets data from 
the peripheral, it will begin responding to SRQ polls. Step #4 
could be done prior to step #3. 

4. Set a timeout for the Device Address. 

5. Enable the channel adapter to do the DMA from the 27114. 

6. Wait for the DMA to finish. 

7. Because of the FIFO pipeline in the data path, check the card 
to see if the transfer from the peripheral to the 27114 is really 
done. The first step is to disable the front plane with a write 
to the 27114 CONTROL register of 0100 1XXX to prevent any more 
transfers from the peripheral to the 27114. Then check to see if 
the 27114 is still responding to SRQ polls for data after the DMA 
finishes. If it is, the peripheral has transferred more data to 
the 27114 than the size of the DMA which was set up in the 
channel adapter. 

Note: The 27114 doesn't "know" about the DMA count prograrruned 
into the CIO channel adapter. If it has space in its FIFO for 
data it will keep on asking for it. Even if nothing goes wrong, 
the 27114 will ask for more data than should be transferred 
simply because it has room for it. This means that the 
peripheral either has to "know" how many words it is going to 
send or it'must not hurt anything if it sends too much data. In 
effect, the 27114 will always ask the peripheral to send more 
data than it should at the tail end of a transfer. 

4.7 Dealing with the Data Path Pipeline 

This section describes any 27114 behavior which might seem "odd" 
to a user. These oddities are caused by the pipelined nature of 
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the data path or by the lack of "intelligence" on the card in the 
form of a microprocessor. The FIFO problems are those a user 
would encounter in any pipe1ined operation. The lack of 
lIinte1ligence" simply forces the driver to do more of the 
detailed control of the 21114. This direct control of the 
hardware requires that the sequence of events must be correct. If 
it is not, it could result in unintended changes of frontp1ane 
control lines or changes in the state of the data path. 

Mistakes resulting in unintended changes to the pipeline will 
show up as "lost" knowledge as in the case of mis-matched DMA 
counts between the peripheral and the 27114. With a FIFO in 
between the two ends of the card, it is possible for the source 
to send more data than the sink takes without either end 
noticing. If a user has total confidence in the hardware and 
software at both ends of a link, there is no problem. If not, or 
if the results of losing the knowledge that a fault has occurred 
are severe, the clean-up schemes suggested in sections 4.5 and 
4.6 may be of value. A user might consider interrupting after the 
peripheral has moved all its data as part of a scheme to help 
prevent problems. Another alternative is to have the peripheral 
set one of the STS[2 .. 0] bits after each DMA. These are decisions 
the designer of a peripheral and driver must make. 

Use of an incorrect control sequence can result in fairly 
unpleasant results. The note in section 4.3 on loopbacks 
regarding zero length DMA loopback is a more general concern 
which has been glossed over in sections 4.5 and 4.6. The 
assumption that the card is in its reset state after a device 
clear and a device enable covers this up in those sections. 

To avoid this particular problem, a general rule for controlling 
the 21114 which is worked around in the example of loopback, 
should be applied. This rule is : Don't change the direction of 
transfer on the 21114 unless the the FIFO data path is being held 
cleared either immediately prior to the change or is to be held 
cleared after the change. This involves the use of the CLF bit in 
the 21114 CONTROL register. 

Examples: 

OK: 

CURRENT 21114 CONTROL REG: 

CURRENT 21114 CONTROL REG: ?1?0 ???? 
cleared and direction changed 

CLEAR FIFO set 

CLEAR FIFO 
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VV 

OK: ~ ~~) 
fb~ v~ 

CURRENT 27114 CONTROL REG: ?O?O ???1 CLEAR FIFO cleared 

CURRENT 27114 CONTROL REG: ?1?1 ???? CLEAR FIFO set and •• -"le 
direction changed 0J 

~ .. ~VJ 
NOT OK: ~ }\ o l/' 
CURRENT 27114 CONTROL REG: ?010 ??1? CLEAR FIFO cleared 

CURRENT 27114 CONTROL REG: 1110 ??1? CLEAR FIFO cleared 
and direction changed. 

*********************************************************** 
*In case of doubt, it should be remembered that the clear * 
*FIFO resets the entire data path and if it is possible, * 
*always program in the following order: * 
* * DISABLE FRONTPLANE * 
* * DISABLE BACKPLANE * 
* * DEFINE INPUT OR OUPUT DIRECTION * 
* • RESET DATA PATH * 
* * ENABLE DATA PATH * 
* * ENABLE BACKPLANE * 
* * ENABLE FRONTPLANE * 
*****************~~**************************************** 

Other control sequence concerns depend on the specific 
application. Some things to keep in mind: 

1. The three control bits that are passed on to the peripheral, 
CL[2:0] generally have no time relationship to anything going on 
in a peripheral unless the peripheral design somehow forces it. 
As though, it would be very irritating to the user if these 
outputs changes when they are not intended to. 

2. Care must be taken with the use of PEN, the enable to the 
frontplane handshake logic. For example: If PEN is set, enabling 
the frontplane before direction of transfer (DIR) is changed, the 
peripheral may see a PCNTL assertion which is not at all 
intended. This could also happen if both PEN and DIR bits get 
changed in the same command to the 27114 CONTROL register (due to 
racing potential on different API cards, it mayor may_not happen 
at any given instance). 

3. It would be extremely nice and appropriate if the sense of DIR 
does not get changed between back-to-back operations of the same 
type (input or output). If the frontplane is not disabled 
between readings (input operations), the continuity of input data 
is preserved (this mayor may not be desirable depending on the 
data start/stop protocol in a given application). 

4.8 27114 to 27114 Connections - Software 

The software considerations for a 27114 to 27114 link are 
slightly different than those for an 27114 to Peripheral device 
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link if we assume that the peripheral device was designed to 
behave itself. The 2111~ was not designed to behave itself in an 
2111~ to 2111~ link. The~;rtb.as,1,c/misbehavior is that both ends of" 
an . 2711~' to 2111~ link want' to be the Jrraster';of thehandshakes~ 
Each end tries to "prompt II [the other to send data or take data' 
and waits for a response. 

, 

The scheme for making them talk to e'ach other anyway is to see to 
it that the sink end will always start asking for data transfers 
first. If this is done, it is possible to move data with 
predictable results despite the "belief" by the 21114 cards at 
each end that each is in "control". The net result of this 
trickery is that everything works but data transfers are out of 
It sync II • 

The following is a suggested scheme for establishing a link: 

1. Through whatever necessary, both ends come to the conclusion 
that a transfer in a certain direction is to occur. If they need 
to they can send interrupts followed by an indication of 
agreement via the CL[2 .. 0] and ST[2 .. 0] lines. I'll leave this up 
to the creativity and discretion of the writers of the drivers 
for both ends. 

Note: Both ends must do the DMA with the EDG bit in the 2111~ 
control register set to 1 (in case of differential cables). 

2. The driver at the receiving end of the link (for this 
transfer) enables a DMA setting up his card to receive data along 
with a timeout. Then it lets the other end know that it is 
ready, with one of the CL[2:0] bits. 

3. The driver at the source end of the link (for this transfer) 
enables a DMA after setting up his card to source data. 

Note: For DMA length, perhaps the first word sent can be the 
length. The receiving end then would simply read the data 
register for the first word after the 2111~ begins responding to 
SRQ polls. Then set up a DMA of the length required. In this 
case, the sink card is set up for a DMA with DIR = 1 but does not 
enable the channel adapter to do the DMA. The driver on the sink 
end of the transfer just reads the first word from the data path 
after verifying that the card is responding to SRQ POLLs 
indicating that data is available. It then goes ahead and 
programs the channel adapter to do the DMA. 

4. The transfer takes place. The channel adapters at both ends 
see an apparent end to the transfer. Both ends clean up if 
necessary. 
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5. PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

The following sections are intended to supply a potential user 
with the information needed in order to predict the performance 
of the 27114 in terms of transfer rate and the effects of a 2711~ 
on a CIO backplane. It does not provide information on specific 
implementations of the eIO backplane. Backplane-specific 
information must be found elsewhere. 

5.1 Fundamental Limits to Performance 

The fundamental limiters of performance are as follows: 

1. Maximum burst data transfer rate of the CIO backplane. This 
isa~lll'lction of thecl:lan.n~:~~dapterdesign. CIa specs a 
(maxini~:i'ata ,,~at ~'> of: 5 'Me'ga'wo rdspers.e'c ond,. 

J" II /' , 

2. Ability of the CIO channel adapter to meet that rate given j r~ 
contention on the bus which the channel adapter resides on. / y'f' 
Btt:r'j'JtdJ~g:}~ir';'~'J:,Q;F,~~,c,~'J>'~'~~~ ',~:slimj.:tedt,() S 2,. trat1$fe r $". A poll 
is always done betwe~n bursts. ' 

3. Priority on the backplane and the scheme used to determine the 
allocation of such bandwidth as exists between device 
adapters. This depends on channel adapter design, choice of 
card slot, and the operating system. 

~. Overhead on backplane associated with polling. This depends on 
the design of the poll timing in the channel adapter as well 
as the service algorithm used by the channel adapter. The 
service algorithm is typically in channel adapter microcode. 

5. Fixed overhead in the frontp1ane handshake hardware. This time 
is determined by the design of the 2711~. 

6. Cable length. The longer the cable, the slower the handshake 
cycle. 

7. Time taken by a peripheral to move data after seeing PCNTL 
asserted. This depends on the peripheral design. 

The limits listed in numbers 1, 2, and 3 are outside the scope of 
this document with the exception of a description of the general 
effects. For the details, please consult the CIa standard 
manuals. 
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5.2 Frontplane Limits to Performance 

The frontplane limits to performance are made up of the cycle 
time required to access the FIFO and logic delays on the board. 
The following discussion assumes that the backplane is keeping up 
with the average trdnsfer rate on the frontplane in a timely 
fashion e.g. the Frontplane handshake logic is never held off by 
a shortage of data at the FIFO output or a shortage of space in 
the FIFO. ~is is not normally true. 

The cycle time for data to move from the 2711~ to a peripheral is 
made up of the events in the sequence below: 

1. PCNTL asserted onto cable to indicate to the peripheral that 
data is available. 

2. Propagation delay down the cable to the peripheral + rise time 
effects on when the transition is seen at the peripheral end. 

3. Receiver delay at the peripheral end. (Depends on peripheral 
design.) 

4. Time for the peripheral to act to accept data. ( If any 
hold-off is needed.) 

5. Assertion of PFLAG at driver input (On peripheral). 

6. Driver delay to PFLAG on cable (On peripheral end). 

7. Propagation delay to the 2711~ + rise time effects on when the 
transition is seen at the 2711~ end. 

8. Receiver delay in PFLAG path at 2711~. 

9. Time needed in 2711~ to move next word onto data lines and 
cycle PCNTL low then back high with a set up of data prior to 
PCNTL being asserted again. 

10. Driver delay in PCNTL path (on 2711~). 

The known numbers for the 2711~ are: 
~ 

8 = 
10 = 

21nsec max 
15nsec max 

16nsec nominal 9 
10nsec nominal 

= 210nsec max 183nsec nominal 

2~6nsec max 20gnsec nominal 

A good cycle time would be in the case of a 3 m cable with a 
simple device on the end of it .. In this case the peripheral 
simply stuffs the data away as it gets them and feeds PCNTL back 
as PFLAG. Don't forget that this assumes that the backplane 
keeps up. The cycle time is represented as follows: 
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2~6 + 16(prop delay) + 16 (prop delay) + 21(receiver) + 
15(driver) 

::"3114 nsec or a' ,trans;fe'r rate'ot 6'.3M'bytes persecondl 

Nominally, the cycle time would be more like 209 + 16 + 16 + 16 + 
10 

= 261 nsec or a transfer rate of 1.4 M bytes per second 

The same set of numbers for the transfer of data to the 2111~ 
from a peripheral is 

8 = 
10 = 

21nsec max 
15nsec max 

16nsec nominal 9 
10nsec nominal 

= 268nsec max 240nsec nominal 

30~nsec max 266nsec nominal 

The same number as calculated above. 

30~ + 16 + 16 + 21 + 15 

= 312 nsec or atir~'n.$t~r :r,ateQf5~3',"M'1)yt,~s,;perseconq:~ 
, :"". ,," '."' ;',' .' > • " ' .. -' ",' , "~.'? 

266 + 16 +16 + 16 + 10 

= 32~ nsec or a transfer rate of 6.1 M bytes per second. 

These transfer rates are somewhat high unless the peripheral can 
truly take the data without spending time processing them. 

5.2.1 Cable Length 

The cycle time for data transfer on the frontplane is increased 
with increased cable length. The propagation delay of the cable 
and the effects of resistive losses in the lines corne into play. 

The propagation delay in the cable is about 1.8 nsec per foot of 
cable. This delay in the signal path shows up in the cycle time 
as length( in feet) * 1.8 * 2. The factor of 2 is because the 
delay is incurred in PCNTL to the peripheral and PFLAG_ returning. 

The effects of resistive loss in the line show up in two ways. 
The first is that in long cables (becomes noticeable at ) 150 
feet ), pulses on lines may not even show up at the far end. The 
second is in skew between signals due to the rise time of the 
signals. 

If the cable is more than about 150 feet long, the rise time and 
fall times of the signals become significant. The PCNTL line 
pulses low for some guaranteed minimum time at the 21114 end of 
the cable and it is up to the system designer or peripheral 
designer to ensure that this is sufficient to be seen'by the 
peripheral. However, as the cable is lengthened, the rise and 
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fall times increase due to resistive losses in the lines 
resulting in narrower and narrower pulses seen at the receiving 
end of the cable. The only option open to a designer is to set a 
new time constant on the 27114. The time constants involved are 
those controlled by R4 through R9 on the board. It is suggested 
that the designer follow the formula: 

***FORMULA 

The other problem with long cables is the skew seen due to the 
rise times. The thresholds on receivers will vary and the rise 
time of signals in long cables is slow, signals driven at the 
same time may cross through receiver thresholds at different 
times. The danger exists that the set up time for data prior to 
the reception of PCNTL could be affected enough to cause 
problems. The time constant for the set up of data driven by the 
27114 is set with R5/R6. It should be increased in value to 
increase the set up time seen at the peripheral. The time 
constant for the de-skewing of received data is controlled by 
R7/R4. It should be increased if necessary. Note: Both the set-up 
for driven data and the low pulse width guarantee on PCNTL when 
driving data out are controlled by the same RC time constant. 

5.3 Backplane Performance 

CIO backplanes are capable of potentially moving data at a high 
transfer rate. However, the scheme it uses for multiplexing this 
resource between specific I/O device adapters and the capability 
of the specific device adapters makes a large difference in what 
actual performance is seen. It is also the case that CIO channel 
adapters are not all capable of the same raw performance. 

5.3.1 Data Bursting 

The 27114 card is capable of moving bursts of data between the 
FIFO on it and the backplane. The 27114 will move a burst of data 
'Whi<7~ .....• i, .. ~ ..... as long as it can ,;s;om\~~tim$~r;f§::;~'·:l)le~twii~;~:;~i~:iW~~.;\'~_d,~~~'~, 
.if&:~.-.'~;~:Qf\;:3a.f (imposed by CIO backplane), any time it responds to 
an SRQ poll and is granted service by the channel adapter. The 
size of these bursts 1s dependent on the rate at which the 
frontplane is capable of moving data into or out of the 27114 and 
the rate at which the 27114 is capable of winning data. transfer 
cycles from the channel adapter. . 

The size of the transfer depends on the number of words (or 
spaces, depending on transfer direction) become available at the 
output of\the FIFO during a burst. If data is not available at 
the FIFO output (or space at input) the burst is terminated early 
by the 27114. It deasserts the BR- control line to the channel 
adapter. If it ever has to do this, even if data almost .. ' ...... ' 
inunediately becomes available again at the FIFO output ,i)j;;does*i 

.. Jl~g>,:~;;,-';~e,s;poill:;~~:~t,e;~\i:~,t ... :r::,.a:e·~:s;,i}~'Ut:lit:;:,/rt:~,n·t:· •. :::I\wo\:;:SRQ·J:P'()LL1·s.,.·.·.b:".>t~h,~:·.;t'lj.~b.fle ~ 
}~;i~~~~:~:r~ This. tends to give the frontplane a chance to catch up 
while increasing the size of the next burst. It also helps to 
prevent a particular 27114 from tying up all lower priority cards 
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on the backplane with short and inefficient transfers. If the 
frontplane cannot keep up with back-to-back full length bursts, 
it will let a lower priority card have the opportunity to win an 
SRQ POLL. 

5.3.1.1 Burst Hardware Variation 

The goodwill of being "nice" to other cards in the same backplane 
mentioned in 5.3.1 is due to the fashion in which the 2711~ 
controls Burst Request. This 27114 hardware scheme makes some 
assumptions that are not strictly called out in the CIO standard. 

The data stored in these two extra registers moves on into the 
FIFO and subsequently out to the peripheral, only after se~ng--~ 
that there is ~~~ the FI!9 and seeing a rising edge of \POLL::~ 

W'~il~t~!f.p~tl ... ,":R.·i!~l~t~:l:~~~~;:~B~S~:fm:Y 
be);;'tiK4!~'/eas'i;';tMa:t:,·t¥ljt!':la.sttlfd·(wordsi 0 r-'("~r" '. . .. ' . ·tll 

')'i'II~;;-;,:ai~~li~i,.i~':~~~;~:~i~~~j:'~~~~d:--i-irr;:th'~":,(!?~:t~" .'. '.' . ,.onG:.t"~~i 
, 

f1~s;~~li~!hj:it;'tj:j~i:\/(~,~~or,af::':t):e."jl)I;]l~i;~r·i.~::;:t()~>ia .~h:~\'l~ 0 

This is true because a channel adapter is not required to be 
POLLing all the time. It may not be easy to predict or guarantee 
that two more POLLs will happen after a transfer without 
explicitly forcing them in software or depending on the good will 
of fortune. When and if such channel a channel adapter is built, 
drivers will have to explicitly force a two POLLs after a DMA to 
guarantee that the data moves on into the FIFO and out to the 
peripheral. The channel adapters for the series 500, ~, 
FIREFOX, and CHEETAH happen to POLL all the time. ~~D 

//) 
,/ 

5.3.2 Interaction Between Backplane and Frontplane 

in this 

There are two cases here that are of interest. The first is the 
case of a front plane connection which is capable of outrunning 
the average transfer rate seen on the backplane side. The second 
is the case of a backplane connection which is capable of 
outrunning the average transfer rate of the frontplane. 

The fast frontplane and slow backplane situation shows up on the 
backplane as an 27114 card which always responds to SRQ polls and 
always moves the maximum allowed burst of data when it is 
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provided service. If it is a high priority card, it will tend to 
lock out lower priority cards and hog the entire backplane unless 
some relatively intelligent SRQ service algorithm happens to be 
implemented in the channel adapter. (No such lIintelligent" 
channel adapters are presently being built or developed.) Keep 
in mind that unless data is continuously flowing into the machine 
from somewhere else, this hogging of the backplane bandwidth 
cannot go on indefinitely. 

In the case of the existing lOP on series 500 machines, it will 
simply starve out all lower priority cards. If it is a low 
priority card, any time it can win an SRQ poll, it will lock out 
other cards (higher or lower priority) for the length of time 
required to do the maximum burst size. Depending on the 
capability of the higher priority cards with which it is 
contending it may well starve them, reducing the transfer rate on 
higher priority cards. 

This is defil1itely the case when competing with a BIC chip based 
c.ard ........• ~ll:~'~;;fK}?,'~,Er·· •• ~\a,~~ ..••..• ~·.~~,~'~!..~ .••..••.. ·~t~;Z~:~:'~,·.·' •.• ~~~'Wf:l .. ··• •. ,t··~·.:..·.·· •. a~~;~·.1t· .. ·,.·2;~8 ••• · .. · )Z.' .• •.·.··· .• ~ .• il.t.e·s··.·.··.:·p'erj, 
~~~~~~i~:::!I{~:~: .• ::~::,,;i:~;we:i·:'·'~i"i~,iiciti~=2'!fa;fti' :,·~,tin,tij;rli{!.;at;·,··,'it·s~·Jiia1t'Imiinf:~:~p.;c).$.s.j>b Ie 
fSl-1i'~'~' This is only for the time during which DMA' s for both cards 
are enabled and both cards are attempting to move data at the 
sarne time. The issue of whether or not a card is ever really 
starved to the degree that it has noticeable undesirable affects 
depends on the statistical nature of traffic on that channel 
adapter. This question becomes important in real-time control. 

In this fast frontplane and slow backplane situation, the 
frontplane will find itself moving bursts of data as it gets 
them. Looking at the frontplane transfers, one would see bursts 
of data mirroring the bursts being moved between the channel 
adapter and the FIFO. 

The slow frontplane and fast backplane situation shows up on the 
backplane as a 27114 taking something less than the maximum burst 
size in a transfer. It also would not bother to respond to SRQ 
polls after taking a short transfer until at least two SRQ polls 
had gone by. 

In this case, the frontplane transfers will appear smooth and not 
reflect the burst nature of transfers on the backplane side of 
the card (unless the peripheral is designed such that at tends to 
bunch up transfers). 

5.4 27114 to 27114 Performance 

The performance of a 27114 to 27114 link will be somewhat less 
than that which would be achievable with a simple peripheral as 
described in section 5.2. This is because the FIFO cycle time in 
a 27114 adds to the cycle time and because the 27114 de-skews 
gata with respect to PFLAG on receiving dat~ per~ormance 
numbers below g~ve numbers for "worst case" and nominal transfer 
rates pretending that there is no performance limitation imposed 
by the backplane. Those limitations would include contention on 
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the backplane with other cards and starvation of the channel 
adapter on the memory bus. This was calculated for a 2.5 meter 
cable .. 

1. PCNTL asserted onto cable to indicate to the peripheral that 
data is available. 

2. Propagation delay down the cable to the peripheral + rise time 
effects on when the transition is seen at the peripheral end. 

3. Receiver delay at the peripheral end. 

4. Time for the peripheral to act to accept data (if any hold-off 
is needed). 

5. Assertion of PFLAG at driver input. 

6. Driver delay to PFLAG on cable. 

7. Propagation delay to the 27114 + rise time effects on when 
transition is seen at the 27114 end. 

8. Receiver delay in PFLAG path at 27114. 

9. Time needed in 27114 to move next word onto data lines and 
cycle PCNTL low then back high with a set up of data prior to 
PCNTL being asserted again. 

10. Driver delay in PCNTL path Source asserts it. 

Max 

2 = 16nsec 

Nominal 

16nsec Propagation delay 

16nsec Sink receiver delay 

223nsec Sink eats data 

3 = 21nsec 

4 = 292nsec 

6 = 15nsec 

7 = 16nsec 

8 = 21nsec 

10nsec Sink de-asserts its PCNTL (Source's PFLAG) 

16nsec Propagation delay 

9 = 210nsec 

10 = 15nsec 

16nsec Source receiver delay 

183nsec Source coughs up more data 

10nsec Source drives PCNTL 

max cycle time is 617nsec ==) xfer rate of 3.2 B bytes per 
second. 

nominal cycle time is 49,onsec ==> xfer rate of 4.0 M bytes per 
second. 
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2 sigma cycle time is 516nsec ==> xfer rate of 3.85 M bytes per 
second. 
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6. PRELIMINARY PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 

2.1 Description 

This section only touches the most basic programming techniques 
available so far with the series 550 driver running under Unix. 
It is not intended to be a replacement for the actual driver's 
ERS. 

2.2 Installation 

The installation of the AFI driver under Unix is similar to other 
drivers. 

* Retrieve the driver from the supplied tape with the appropriate 
Unix utility (tar - tape archive e.g.) 

* Do an oscp to put the driver in the system boot area. If 
/dev/rhd contains the system boot area, something like this 
might do: 

oscp -av afidriv.unix /dev/rhd 

In which afidriv.unix is the name of the driver in the working 
directory. 

* Verify this perhaps with an osck command. 

* Reboot the system to let the driver be recognized 

To make a device file for an 27114A AFI card on series 550 
machine, major device number 44 must be used. For example: 

/etc/mknod /dev/afi1 c 44 Ox010000 

This would create the device file afi1 for an AFI card at select 
code 1 on the CIe backplane. 

2.3 Driver features 

The driver supports common IO like write, read. It defaults to 8 
bits unless otherwise set. Special ioctl's are provided: 

ioctl(f#,oxB0044102,&control_value) :write control lines 0,1,2 

ioctl(f#,Ox40044101,&status_value) :return status lines 0,1,2 

ioctl(f#,oxBOO04103,&edge_bit) :set/reset EDGE bit 

io_width_ctl(f#,16} :set data width to 16 bits 

io_reset(f#} :reset data card 
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These and other features of the driver can be explained in more 
detail by Paui Christotanelli of FSD (hptclo!paulc). 
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